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Introductory Materials

About this publication

This publication contains listings of theses and dissertations written to fulfill degree requirements for Master and Doctoral degrees from the School of Industrial and Labor Relations (ILR School) at Cornell University. These listings contain authors, titles, degrees, years, subjects, and, for most post-1968 theses, faculty advisors. The theses titles are organized by author names, degrees, and subject headings. The time period covered is 1946--August 2006, the first 60 years of the ILR School.

Theses included in this publication are written for ILR School degrees. This is not a listing of all Cornell theses in the ILR subject area. Theses and dissertations on ILR subjects are written in many disciplines at Cornell, as the ILR field encompasses topics related to economics, management, statistics, industrial engineering, global studies, law, ergonomics, public policy, psychology, sociology, and more.

Full text of the theses is not provided in this publication. However, most ILR theses and dissertations are available for loan and interlibrary loan from the Cornell University Library. In addition, full text of many recent Cornell theses and dissertations is available through free and subscription online databases.

This publication was compiled to address the demand from current ILR students and from the public for access to the research and writing of graduate students from the ILR School. Current students are interested in the subjects, formats, and faculty advisors of previous ILR School theses. ILR researchers beyond Cornell have an interest in research from the ILR School because it is recognized as one of the world’s most respected educational institutions specializing in workplace studies. The publication of this bibliography coincides with the 60th anniversary of the School, and the theses titles and subjects provide information on trends in workplace research over the School’s tenure.

The New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations (ILR School) welcomed its first students in November of 1945. The annual report for 1945-46 indicated that there were 11 graduate students in that first year. Seven were studying for a Master of Science degree and four were studying for a Doctor of Philosophy degree.

The 1946-47 annual report stated that there were 12 ILR graduate students and 5 Industrial Education graduate students. Some of the early ILR School theses listed in this publication were for Master of Education or Doctor of Education degrees.

The 1946-47 report also stated that the second M. S. in ILR degree was awarded in February 1947. There was no mention in the annual reports of when the first M.S. in ILR degree was earned, but the Cornell Graduate School’s Advance Degrees Conferred publication listed Donald Adler Strauss as an M.S. in ILR degree recipient in 1946.
There are 975 theses and dissertations listed in this publication. The 428 Doctoral dissertations include 427 Ph.D. and 1 Ed.D. The 547 Masters theses include 11 that were completed to fulfill degree requirements for an M.Ed. or an M.S. in Ed. Twenty-four theses from the 1940s and 1950s were for M.S. in ILR degrees and one, from 1951, was classified as an M. ILR term paper. One additional M.S. in ILR thesis is from the Baruch College/ILR partnership program that began in 1977 and continued into the 1990s, and one M.A. degree from ILR was identified. The remainder and vast majority of the Masters theses were written to fulfill degree requirements for an M.S.

The theses titles and subjects in this listing provide insight into the 60-year history of the School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cornell and also into the history and evolution of the ILR field.

**How the list was compiled**

This listing was compiled by consulting *Advanced Degrees Conferred (ADC)*, a three times per year publication from Cornell University’s Graduate School and also by reviewing print and electronic Cornell and ILR alumni directories, School annual reports, and the theses themselves. Rene Tucci, Graduate Programs Administrator at ILR, provided a starting point for this listing by sharing thesis and dissertation information that she and the Graduate Programs office staff had collected.

*ADC* provides information on all graduate degrees awarded. It is currently published in May, August, and December, a pattern that, with only a few exceptions, has existed since 1943. *ADC* lists theses written by students who have completed the requirements for Masters and Doctorates. It also lists graduate degrees that are awarded to students in programs that do not require a thesis. At ILR, the Master of Professional Studies (MPS) and the Master of Industrial and Labor Relations (MILR) do not currently require a thesis.

*ADC* lists the student’s name, information about lesser degrees he or she has obtained, and when applicable, the thesis title, for each graduate degree recipient. From 1968 on, it also provides the student’s department and thesis advisor. This resource was the primary authority for these theses lists.

Since *ADC* did not list the students’ departments and advisors before 1968, it could not be relied upon to identify ILR graduate degree recipients for the years 1946-1967. It was necessary to rely on alumni directories for names of graduate alumni, which were then compared with degree recipient and theses information in *ADC*.

This publication sometimes contains alternate dates and names in parenthesis. This indicates that the sources consulted did not agree on this information.

At Cornell, graduate students are generally considered to be affiliated with the departments of their Special Committee chairs. However, there are sometimes instances where ILR faculty members are Committee chairs for students in other Cornell departments. In most instances, the theses of these students are not included in this
listing. Exceptions are when the students were listed in print ILR alumni directories or when the biographical sketches of the authors indicated affiliation with the ILR School. In those cases, the alternate Cornell departments are listed in parentheses.

The theses in this publication are classified by subject headings, which were derived by examining the titles, advisors, and library subject classifications. Each thesis is included under one or more subject headings. Each subject heading listing is organized in reverse chronological order, making it possible to trace research on a current topic back in time. When library subject classifications were available, they were listed under the thesis title.

The Catherwood Library is interested in providing the most accurate information possible on the School’s history and alumni. Please contact us if you can provide additional information on theses and dissertations from the ILR School.

Susan LaCette
Reference Specialist
M. P. Catherwood Library
ILR School
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853-3901
http://www.ilr.cornell.edu/library/
ilrref@cornell.edu
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1957. Saldanha, Ronald A. The application of job evaluation to the oil industry in Bombay.


1957. Swindells, David Whitworth. Labor arbitration and the National Labor Relations Board.

1957. Verma, Bisheshwar Prasad. Works committees and consultative machinery in India.

ILR School Masters Theses


Krishnaswami, Chithathoor Srinivasan. *Industrial discipline under arbitral review in the U. S. A. and India.* 1956.


Rath, Gopal Chandra. *The welfare officer in Indian industry.* 1956.


1954. Ghent, Donald Frank. *Factors determining the status of the shop steward; a case study of a union local.*

1954. Marning, Karl Gustof. *A study of pre-employment tests and their validity for office workers within the Standard Oil Company (N. J.).*

1954. Reichenbach, Robert Randall. *Picketing and employers' statements as free speech.*


1954. Senderoff, Geraldine. *Using attitude surveys and results for supervisory development programs.*

ILR School Masters Theses


1953. Stuart, Daniel Dean. *Damage suits under Taft-Hartley act; a study of cases in Federal district courts in New York State.*


1951. Davis, Maria Nekos. *An investigation of some factors contributing to the social adjustment of a group of sorority women.*


1950. Barone, Nancy Carol (Stockdale). Areas of managerial training needs in small retail stores.


1950. Meyn, Charles Albert. Effect of the Region II War Labor Board upon the probationary period and preferential seniority in selected companies.

1950. Oster, John Frederick. The Panama Canal Wage Board.


1949. Culley, Jack Frederick. A consideration of personnel policy and procedure in connection with labor union negotiations; a case study.


1949. Phillips, Edward L. *Collective bargaining in the textile industry of Fall River, Massachusetts.*


1949. Sheppard, Annamay Topkins. *A course of study in industrial and labor relations for pupils in the vocational high schools of New York State.*


1949. Windmuller, John P. *Union organization and collective bargaining in manufacturing and public utility industries in Chemung County, New York.*


1948. Das, Radha Charan. *Some basic considerations for the development of industrial education in Orissa (India).*

1948. Hanley, Richard Joseph.  A study of union-management relationships at the Amsterdam plant of the Bigelow-Sanford carpet company with emphasis on the development of human relations in the grievance procedure …


1948. Truesdale, John Cushman.  The history and present status of legislation concerning the secondary boycott.


1947. Bruce, Robert Lee.  Employee merit rating, its development, value and role in supervision.


1947. Whitmore, Norvin T.  A study of the methods for financing project materials in the industrial arts courses on the junior high school level.

1946. Strauss, Donald Adler.  The impartial-chairman system of arbitration as illustrated principally by the Rochester men's clothing industry.
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Advisor : L. Turner.

Advisor : S. Snell.

Advisor : S. Snell.

2005. Augusta, Virginia Leigh. The growing stratification of the academic labor market: is there permeability from the non-tenure-track to the tenure-track ranks?
Advisor : R. Ehrenberg.

Advisor : H. Katz.

Advisor : M. Wells.

Advisor : C. Collins.

Advisor : H. Katz.

Advisor : P. Tolbert.

Advisor : M. Wells.

ILR School Ph.D. Dissertations


Advisor : P. Tolbert.

Advisor : M. Wells.

Advisor : L. Turner.

Advisor : M. Cook.

2002. Gardner, Timothy M.  *In the trenches at the talent wars : an examination of competitive interaction for human resource advantage via the study of target firms' responses to being the victim of a multi-employee talent raid.*
Advisor : P. Wright.

Advisor : P. Wright.

Advisor : W. Sonnenstuhl.

Advisor : R. Ehrenberg.

Advisor : G. Fields.

Advisor : J. Abowd.

Advisor : P. Tolbert.

Advisor : R. Stern.
Advisor: R. Ehrenberg.
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Advisor: H. Katz.

Advisor: G. Fields.

Advisor: M. Wells.

Advisor: R. Ehrenberg.

Advisor: G. Fields.

Advisor: G. Milkovich.

2000. Rogers, Edward W. *Cooperative knowledge behavior in high tech organizations: examining the relationship between employee perceptions of the employment game, cooperative knowledge behavior, and firm performance.*
Advisor: P. Wright.
1999. Ainspan, Nathan David. *The geek shall inherit or leave the money and run? : role identities and turnover decisions among software programmers and other high technology employees.*
Advisor: T. Welbourne.

Advisor: R. Stern.

Advisor: H. Katz.

1999. Dumas-Brown, Nicholas P. *Group composition and its effect on interpersonal relations and role identification formation.*
Advisor: L. Gruenfeld.

Advisor: T. Judge.

Advisor: S. Bacharach.

Advisor: R. Ehrenberg.

Advisor: S. Barley.

Advisor: T. Welbourne.

1998. Anderson, Deborah Jane. *If you let me play : the effects of participation in high school athletics on students' behavior and economic success.*
Advisor: F. Blau.

Advisor: J. Abowd.

Advisor: T. Welbourne.
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   Advisor: J. Abowd.

   Advisor: H. Peters.

   Advisor: J. Abowd.

   Advisor: L. Kahn.

   Advisor: S. Barley.

   Advisor: H. Katz.

   Advisor: B. Gerhart.

   Advisor: M. Wells.

   Advisor: G. Milkovich.

   Advisor: M. Wells.

   Advisor: M. Wells.

   Advisor: G. Jakubson.


1996. Bloom, Matthew C.  
Using the contract metaphor to understand the bundle of returns in the employment relationship.

An inquiry into the labor market consequences of disabling illness.
Advisor: R. Ehrenberg.

The impact of liquidity constraints on the search behavior of unemployed workers.
Advisor: G. Jakubson.

Evaluating the effects of poor health on men's expected retirement, using the HRS.

1996. Lion, Cynthia L.  
Personality and self-selection into various job facets: a longitudinal study.
Advisor: L. Gruenfeld.

1996. Olson, Mark Jerome.  
A study of organizational effectiveness: offices for the aging in New York State.
Advisor: L. Williams.

The role of credentialing in the emergence of employee assistance as a workplace jurisdiction.
Advisor: W. Sonnenstuhl.

Organizational justice in an employee participation program.
Advisor: P. Tolbert.

Meeting the challenge of a new environment: boards of directors as legitimacy signals at initial public offering.
Advisor: P. Tolbert.

1995. Cable, Daniel M.  
The role of person-organization fit in organizational entry.
Advisor: T. Judge.

Dynamic epidemiology and the market for vaccinations.
Advisor: G. Fields.

1995. Graham, Mary E.  
Employee responses to pay policy changes: an organizational justice perspective.
Advisor: B. Gerhart.

Teachers' early career attrition, retirement, and wage determination: evidence from panel data.
Advisor: R. Ehrenberg.
Advisor: S. Bacharach.

Advisor: R. Ehrenberg.

Advisor: H. Katz.

Advisor: I. DeVault.

Advisor: D. Lipsky.

Advisor: B. Gerhart.

Advisor: P. Velleman.

Advisor: M. Wells.

Advisor: G. Fields.

Advisor: R. Ehrenberg.

Advisor: R. Bretz.

1994. Goldhaber, Dan D.  *Public or private high schools: school choice and the consequences.*
Advisor: R. Ehrenberg.

Advisor: R. Smith.
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1985. Sherman, Daniel Ronald.  Determinants of the individual demand for higher education by sectoral control of institution.
Advisor : R. Ehrenberg.

Advisor : S. Bacharach.

Advisor : R. Ehrenberg.

Advisor : L. Dyer.

Advisor : G. Fields.

Advisor : G. Fields.

Advisor : W. Whyte.

Advisor : D. Lipsky.

1983. Koys, Daniel J. Managerial goal setting and strategy development : a model of their effects on behavior and performance.
Advisor : L. Dyer.

Advisor : T. Hammer.

1983. Leonesio, Michael Victor. In-kind transfers and labor supply.
Advisor : R. Hutchens.

Advisor : L. Gruenfeld.

Advisor : F. Foltman.
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Advisor: R. Ehrenberg.

Advisor: M. Neufeld.

Advisor: T. Kochan.
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Advisor: N. Rosen.

Advisor: I. Blumen.

Advisor: W. Whyte.

Advisor: W. Galenson.

Advisor: L. Williams.

Advisor: W. Frank.

Advisor: J. Stoikov.


*The moderating effect of worker orientation on the relationship between contingent versus noncontingent reward systems and intrinsic motivation and performance.*
Advisor : L. Williams.

*Blue collar workers displaced by complete and permanent plant shutdowns: the Quebec experience.*
Advisor : F. Foltman.

*Job satisfaction and turnover in work organizations as a function of the person-environment interaction.*
Advisor : L. Gruenfeld.

*An idea whose time had come: a legislative history of Pennsylvania's public employee bargaining law.*
Advisor : B. Yaffe.

*A study of legislated arbitration and collective bargaining in the public safety services in Michigan and Pennsylvania.*
Advisor : J. Windmuller.

*Voluntary organizations in action: the development and administration of United Way budgets.*
Advisor : W. Whyte.

*The role of personal values in arbitration.*
Advisor : F. Freilicher.

*The perceived informational environment of formal leaders.*
Advisor : N. Rosen.

*Work group phenomena in cross cultural perspective: the case of Puerto Rico.*
Advisor : L. Williams.

1974. Parker, Donald Fred.  
*The design and analysis of an expectancy theory model for predicting early retirement.*
Advisor : L. Dyer.

*The scope of bargaining in public employment and the issue of class size: the study of a concept and its application.*
Advisor : J. McKelvey.

*Predicting organization-set dimensions: an interorganizational study of the effectiveness of manpower programs in New York State.*
Advisor : H. Aldrich.
Advisor: G. Gordon.

Advisor: J. McKelvey.

Advisor: V. Jensen.

Advisor: V. Jensen.

Advisor: G. Gordon.

Advisor: W. Galenson.

Advisor: W. Wolf.


Advisor: R. Raimon.

Advisor: L. Perl.

Advisor: G. Gordon.

Advisor: J. Windmuller.
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1972. Azevedo, Ross Eames. The labor market for scientific personnel; the problem of allocation and efficiency.
Advisor: N. Tolles.

Advisor: L. Williams.

Advisor: G. Brooks.

Advisor: W. Galenson.

Advisor: W. Whyte.

Advisor: M. Neufeld.

1972. Shively, Robert Warren. The development of a new role; a study of the building of full-time faculties for university and graduate-level programs in administration in Chile.
Advisor: L. Williams.

Advisor: L. Perl.

Advisor: F. Freilicher.

Advisor: L. Gruenfeld.

Advisor: L. Williams.

1971. Green, Charles Stanley III. Building the newest nations; a comparative study of social, economic, and political change.
Advisor: W. Friedland.
Advisor: F. Foltman.

Advisor: G. Gordon.

Advisor: J. McKelvey.

Advisor: V. Jensen.

1970. Alberti, Giorgio. *Inter-village systems and development: a study of social change in highland Peru.*
Advisor: L. Williams.

Advisor: W. Whyte.

Advisor: P. McCarthy.

Advisor: J. McKelvey.

1970. Hundert, Alan T. *Psychological differentiation and rating behavior in a large work organization.*
Advisor: L. Gruenfeld.

Advisor: L. Williams.

1970. Nedd, Albert Neville B. *Psychological set and individual response to change (an exploratory study of some psychological and situational determinants of behavioral tendencies toward organizational change).*
Advisor: W. Whyte.

Advisor: W. Galenson.


1967. Theodore, Eustace Demetrios.  Beliefs, values and preferences; a search for the source: a military field experiment.


1963. Paolucci, Thomas D. *A comparative study of factors relating to lack of school persistence at the high school level.*


1959. Kolaja, Jiri Thomas. A Polish factory; a case study in workers' participation in decisions in industry.

1959. Patten, Thomas Henry. Public policy towards the employment, retirement, and rehabilitation of the "Old Soldier".


1957. James, Ralph C., Jr. Labor and technical change: the Bombay cotton textile industry.


1956. Trull, Samuel George. Factors bearing on the development and utilization of engineering and scientific personnel in industry; a study to determine some of the factors which influence the developmental aspects of engineers along the lines of management and/or technical research.

1955; 1956. Lentz, Edith Margaret (Hamilton). The American voluntary hospital as an example of institutional change.
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1954. Christie, Robert A. *Empire in wood; a history of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America.*


1954. Richardson, Stephen Alexander. *A study of selected personality characteristics of social science field workers.*


1954. Zollitsch, Herbert George. *Maintenance training methodology for automation; the development of methods and techniques which might be utilized to assist industry in training maintenance mechanics to service complicated, custom-built, semi-automatic or fully automatic machines.*


1953. Cullen, Donald E. *Factors affecting the interindustry wage structure, 1899-1950.*

1953. Miller, Frank Barton. Interaction counting as a supplement to the case method of social research.

1953. Risley, Robert Francis. The development of faculty personnel administration and faculty personnel policies for a model decentralized state university.


1953. Sparks, Lois Remmers (Dean). Front office leadership: the decline of militancy in two union locals.

1952; (1953). Culley, Jack Frederick. Absenteeism in a leather tannery; a specific plant situation considered in the framework of absenteeism as a general industrial relations problem.

1952. Martin, Philip Carl. The potential ability of the Westchester-Rockland area of New York State to support two-year community colleges.


1951. Windmuller, John P. American labor’s role in the international labor movement, 1945 to 1950.

1950. Allaway, Richard H. Four analytical approaches toward an understanding of the decision-making process in three retail unions.

ILR School Ph.D. Dissertations

1950. Foltman, Felician F. *Factors bearing on supervisory morale - an analysis of a training program, the philosophy of management, and certain personnel practices; a case study.*


1948. Hanson, Carl Arnold. *The arbitration of grievances.*

1948. Van Dusen, Edward Bayard. *Apprenticeship in western New York State; a study of the development and present status of apprentice training programs and of indentured apprentices.*

1947; (1948). Anderwald, Carl Joseph. *National defense training program for pre-employment machine shop practice in Central New York State; a study of its organization, administration, and supervision, with an appraisal of its contribution.*
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Alternative Dispute Resolution


Dispute resolution (Law) United States.  Industrial relations United States.


Negotiation  Sex differences.  Sex role United States.  Friendship United States.


Mediation.  Conflict management.


Grievance procedures Evaluation.


Grievance procedures.

City University of New York Faculty. Collective bargaining College teachers.

Arbitration, Industrial United States Case studies.


Arbitration, Industrial United States.


Arbitration, Industrial Case studies.


Negotiation. Industrial sociology Case studies. Social interaction Case studies.

1966. M.S. Aiges, Stanley Leonard. **The arbitration of loyalty discharge cases.**


1963. M.S. Rochester, Michael Robert. **The labor law of plant relocation.**


United States. National Labor Relations Board. Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph


1957. M.S. Swindells, David Whitworth. Labor arbitration and the National Labor Relations Board.


      Arbitration, Industrial India. Labor laws and legislation India.


1948. Ph.D. Hanson, Carl Arnold. The arbitration of grievances.

Career and Occupations
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Longitudinal studies. Vocational guidance Psychological aspects Longitudinal studies. Work Psychological aspects Longitudinal studies.


Careers and Occupations

   Employee assistance programs. Counselors Training of. Professional socialization.


   Teachers--Salaries, etc.--United States--History--19th century.


   Collective bargaining Professions United States. Professional employees United States.


Careers and Occupations


**Occupations. Income. Decision making.**


**United States Armed Forces Recruiting, enlistment, etc. United States Armed Forces Pay, allowances, etc.**


**Engineers United States. Engineers Employment. United States Employment.**


**Perception. Attitude (Psychology). Occupations.**


**Power (Social sciences) Case studies. Organization Case studies. Social interaction Case studies. Professional employees. Military research.**


**Job satisfaction Case studies. Professional employees Case studies. Employee attitude surveys.**

Careers and Occupations

   *Psychology, Industrial.*

1967. Ph.D. Clarey, Richard Joseph. **A study of values in a training experience.** 
   *Values. Occupational training.*


1965. Ed.D. Kushner, John. **A study of the position, subject needs, and level of work of the technology graduates of Broome Technical Community College.** 

1964. Ph.D. Jain, Sagar Chand. **Social origins and careers of industrial managers in India.** 
   *Executives India. Industrial management India. Occupational mobility India. India Economic policy. Industries India.*

1962. Ph.D. Hinrichs, John Ryland. **The impact of industrial organization on the attitudes of research chemists.** 

1960. M.S. Hepton, Estelle. **Moonlighting on Waikiki: a study of dual employment and work efficiency.** 
   *Hawaiian Village Hotel. Supplementary employment Hawaii Case studies. Hotels Hawaii Employees Supplementary employment Case studies. Taverns (Inns) Hawaii Employees Supplementary employment Case studies. Restaurants Hawaii Employees Case studies.*

1959. M.S. Holmsen, Lilian Soobik. **Occupational adjustment of postwar immigrants to Canada.** 

   *University of the State of New York. Vocational education--Study and teaching. Teachers--New York (State).*
*Cornell University. College of Engineering. Engineers. Engineers Salaries, etc.*

1956. M.S. Rath, Gopal Chandra. **The welfare officer in Indian industry.**  
*Industrial welfare India. Personnel directors. Industrial laws and legislation India.*

1956. Ph.D. Trull, Samuel George. **Factors bearing on the development and utilization of engineering and scientific personnel in industry; a study to determine some of the factors which influence the developmental aspects of engineers along the lines of management and/or technical research.**


1955. M.S. in Ed. Zeh, Carl Willard. **Major skills required by technicians in mechanical research and development.**  

1954. Ph.D. Richardson, Stephen Alexander. **A study of selected personality characteristics of social science field workers.**  
*Social scientists. Social sciences Study and teaching.*

1951. M.S. in Ed. Ankeney, John Velte. **A study of the diversified occupations program in the Woodrow Wilson High School, Portsmouth, Virginia.**  
*Vocational education Study and teaching Virginia. Portsmouth.*

1951. M.S. in Ed. Jervis, William. **Attainment through the study of general mechanical drawing.**

1951. Ph.D. Raimon, Robert Leonard. **Comparative wages, occupational wage differences, and wage determination.**  
*Wages Research. Wages.*

1951. Ph.D. Salkever, Louis Romov. **Toward a theory of occupational wage differentials.**  
*Wages.*


1948. M.S. in Ed. Walsh, John Patrick. **A survey of occupations in the glove manufacturing industry of Fulton County, New York, and a community occupational survey of the city of Gloversville, New York, for the planning of vocational education in the public schools.**
Collective Bargaining and Labor Relations

Collective bargaining. Labor unions. Industrial relations.

2001. M.S. Lee, Adam Christopher. **Industrial and labor relations in Tamil Nadu, India and other parts of Asia in an era of globalization.** Advisor: S. Kuruvilla. 
Industrial relations Asia. Industrial relations Brazil. Developing countries Economic conditions.

2000. M.S. Kim, James Je Heon. **Role of regime legitimacy in economic development and industrial relations in Brazil and Argentina.** Advisor: M. Cook. 


Collective bargaining. Industrial relations.


  Teachers’ unions Psychological aspects. Collective bargaining Teachers. Teachers Attitudes.


  Employee fringe benefits Canada. Collective bargaining Canada Econometric models.
   United States. National Labor Relations Board.

   Collective bargaining Professions United States. Professional employees United States.

   Collective bargaining--Teachers--United States. Teachers--Salaries, etc.--United States. Equal pay for equal work--United States.

   Collective bargaining Steel industry United States History.


Collective Bargaining and Labor Relations


Collective bargaining. Labor unions.


Collective bargaining--Mathematical models. Strikes and lockouts.


Community organization. Industrial relations.

City University of New York Faculty. Collective bargaining College teachers.

Collective bargaining Government employees United States.


Collective Bargaining and Labor Relations


Collective Bargaining and Labor Relations


Collective bargaining Chile. Labor laws and legislation Chile.


Negotiation. Industrial sociology Case studies. Social interaction Case studies.


Industrial relations Canada. Industrial relations. Automobile industry and trade Canada. Automobile industry and trade. Canada Foreign economic relations United States. United States Foreign economic relations Canada.


Collective Bargaining and Labor Relations
Collective Bargaining and Labor Relations
and Motor Coach Employees of America. Local 282. Industrial relations New York (State) Rochester.


1949. M.S. in ILR Culley, Jack Frederick. A consideration of personnel policy and procedure in connection with labor union negotiations; a case study.


Communication


Labor unions and mass media United States Case studies. Labor unions and mass media Pennsylvania Wilkes-Barre.


Communication in organizations Argentina. Organization.


Communication in personnel management. Employees Rating of.


Communication in management. Leadership.


Communication in management Case studies. Supervision of employees Case studies. Social interaction Case studies.

Decision Making


1995. M.S. Sturman, Michael Craig. Predicting decision quality and satisfaction of employee health care selection decisions in a flexible benefits

Cafeteria benefit plans United States. Decision making. Choice (Psychology).


Bayesian statistical decision theory. Mixture distributions (Probability theory). Exponential families (Statistics).


Compensation management Decision making. Bonus system.


Decision making. Utility theory.


Early retirement United States Mathematical models.


Manpower planning. Personnel management.


Student aid United States. Social security United States.


Decision making Political aspects. Organizational behavior Political aspects. School management and organization New York (State) Decision making Case studies.

Decision Making
   *School management and organization Decision making.*


   *Managerial accounting. Decision making. Industrial management.*

   *Cornell University Faculty. Collective bargaining College teachers New York (State) Ithaca.*

   *Power (Social sciences). Decision making.*

1975.  M.S.  Wein, Jeffrey Marc.  **An investigation of factors influencing the decision to consort under Title I of the Comprehensive employment and training act of 1973.**  Advisor: W. Frank.
   *Manpower policy--New York (State). Occupational training--New York (State).*


   *Decision making Mathematical models. Decision making Case studies.*

   *Decision making. Ability Testing.*

   *Occupations. Income. Decision making.*
1966. Ph.D. Lundberg, Craig Carl. **Patterns of organizational decisioning: a conceptual scheme and its application in a study of comparative cases in industry.**  

1959. Ph.D. Kolaja, Jiri Thomas. **A Polish factory; a case study in workers' participation in decisions in industry.**  
*Works councils Poland Case studies. Cotton textile industry Poland.*

1958. M.S. Rushforth, Norman Burleigh and New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations. **Evaluating student conference leadership training; a study utilizing Q-technique.**  
*Leadership. Group decision making. Meetings.*

1950. Ph.D. Allaway, Richard H. **Four analytical approaches toward an understanding of the decision-making process in three retail unions.**  
*Clerks (Retail trade) Labor unions United States. Decision making.*
Disabilities

United States. Handicapped Employment Law and legislation United States.


1967. M.S. Kimberly, John Robert. **Comparative organizational analysis: an empirical study of rehabilitation organizations.**  
Organization Case studies. Handicapped Rehabilitation United States.

1959. Ph.D. Patten, Thomas Henry. **Public policy towards the employment, retirement, and rehabilitation of the "Old Soldier".**  

1956. M.S. Suttell, Elizabeth Jane. **The employment of the handicapped in industry: present attitudes and future possibilities.**  
Handicapped Employment.

1949. M.S. in ILR Risley, Robert Francis. **Social insurance in New York State and its application to the problem of temporary disability.**
Diversity

2006. M.S. Duguid, Michelle Maria.  
Board Diversity and Corporate Financial 
Performance.  
Advisor: P. Tolbert.

Cross-cultural employment interviewing : the 
perspective of applicants.  
Advisor: L. Dyer.

Employment interviewing--Cross-cultural studies.

The effects of diversity management 
messages in recruitment advertisements on organizational attraction.  
Advisor: C. Collins.

Help-wanted advertising--United States.  
Diversity in the workplace--United States.

2001. M.S. Geraci, Heather M.  
Breaking and entering : state-level recognition 
of women as lawyers.  
Advisor: P. Tolbert.

Women lawyers United States States History.  
Women in the professions United States States History.  
Feminism United States History.

1999. Ph.D. Balser, Deborah B.  
Implementing new employment law : a 
contested terrain.  
Advisor: R. Stern.

United States.  
Handicapped Employment Law and legislation United States.

An inquiry into the labor market 
consequences of disabling illness.  
Advisor: R. Ehrenberg.

Handicapped Employment United States.  
Disability retirement United States.  
Sick leave United States.  
United States.

Evaluating the effects of poor health on 
men's expected retirement, using the HRS.  

Aged men Retirement United States.  
Retirement age United States.  
Aged men Health and hygiene United States.  
Aged men Employment United States.

New work system and women workers : a case 
study of a Korean footwear manufacturing company.  
Advisor: I. DeVault.

Footwear industry Management Employee participation Korea (South) Case studies.

Women shoe industry workers Korea (South) Case studies.  
Industrial management 
Employee participation Korea (South) Case studies.  
Work design Korea (South) Case studies.  
Industry.

Gender, race, and ethnicity in early 
career matches between employees and supervisors, and the labor market outcomes 
of young employees.  
Advisor: R. Ehrenberg.

Supervisors United States.  
Women supervisors United States.  
Afro-American supervisors United States.  
Women employees United States.  
Minorities Employment United States.  
Wages United States.  
Promotion of employees United States.  
Career development United States.

Diversity
**A legal-historical analysis of the United States Women’s Bureau and women workers as mothers, 1900-1964.**  Advisor: I. Devault.


**Racial integration effects on the decision to attend a historically black institution and on subsequent labor market outcomes.**  Advisor: R. Ehrenberg.


**A comparative study of the perception of managerial role behavior: cultural-common and cultural-specific perspectives.**  Advisor: L. Gruenfeld.


1993. Ph.D. Connelley, Debra L.  
**Toward an intergroup theory of diversity management: the role of social identity and relational models on intergroup conflict in a heterogeneous workforce.**  Advisor: P. Tolbert.


**The impact of gender and friendship on the negotiation process: positional and relational information exchange.**  Advisor: J. Halpern.

Negotiation Sex differences.  Sex role United States.  Friendship United States.

**Social identity and women’s upward mobility strategies in organizations: a Franco-American comparison.**  Advisor: L. Gruenfeld.


Women volunteers in social service United States. Women in community development United States.


1966. M.S. Hadary, Sharon G. Evolution of the woman's role in the Italian labor force. Women Employment Italy. Women Legal status, laws, etc Italy.


Economics


2001. M.S. Lee, Adam Christopher. **Industrial and labor relations in Tamil Nadu, India and other parts of Asia in an era of globalization.** Advisor: S. Kuruvilla.


2000. M.S. Kim, James Je Heon. **Role of regime legitimacy in economic development and industrial relations in Brazil and Argentina.** Advisor: M. Cook.


  *Income United States Longitudinal studies. Income distribution United States Longitudinal studies.*


  *Wages United States. Wages Effect of education on United States. Rent (Economic theory).*


  *Automobile mechanics Effect of technological innovations on United States. Service industries workers Effect of technological innovations on United States. Service industries Social aspects United States.*


  *Industrial relations Taiwan.*


  *Labor market India Econometric models. Unemployment India Econometric models. Wages India Econometric models. Job security Law and legislation India. Labor laws and legislation India.*


Economics


Human capital United States.


Local finance. Fiscal policy.


Wage-price policy Australia Mathematical models. Income distribution Australia Mathematical models.


Unemployed United States.


Youth Employment United States. Minimum wage United States.


Pensions United States.


Collective bargaining.


Social classes Peru. Peru Social conditions. Peru Economic conditions.


Labor mobility Mathematical models.


Entrepreneurship. Industries Malaysia. Malaysia Economic policy.


Economics

  - Industrial relations--India. Wages--India. India--Economic conditions--1947-. India--Economic policy.


1971. Ph.D. Green, Charles Stanley III. **Building the newest nations; a comparative study of social, economic, and political change.** Advisor: W. Friedland.
  - Developing countries. Social change. Political science.


  - New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations. Cornell University Alumni and alumnae. College graduates Salaries, pensions, etc. Education Economic aspects.

  - Automobile industry and trade Peru. Industrial sociology Case studies.


- Economics
Aronson.
Labor supply Trinidad and Tobago. Unemployment Trinidad and Tobago.


Copper industry and trade Chile. Wages Copper industry Chile. Wages and labor productivity Chile. Labor economics Mathematical models.

Pricing Chile. Chile Economic policy.


Industrial relations Canada. Industrial relations. Automobile industry and trade Canada. Automobile industry and trade. Canada Foreign economic relations United States. United States Foreign economic relations Canada.


1964. Ph.D. Jain, Sagar Chand. Social origins and careers of industrial managers in India.
  Executives India. Industrial management India. Occupational mobility India.
India Economic policy. Industries India.

1963. M.S. Bradley, Michael Edward. Some aspects of the labor supply problem in the underdeveloped countries.
  Labor supply. Developing countries. Economic development.

  Social security Japan. Japan Economic conditions 1945-.

  University of Puerto Rico. Latin American Union Leadership Training Program.

  Consumption (Economics). Full employment policies United States. United States Economic conditions 1945-.

  Farm income--New York (State). Dairying--New York (State).

Economic planning Japan.


Economics

1954. M.S. Yasmajian, Emma S. Crocetti. **An examination of some factors causing economic dependency among the aged in Tompkins County, New York.**
- Old age assistance--New York (State)--Tompkins County. Old age--New York (State).


1949; (1950). Ph.D. Parsons, Edgar Allen. **Some economic aspects of collective bargaining in the rubber industry.**
Employee Benefits


Employee Ownership and Cooperatives


*Psychology, Industrial. Justice.*

*Employees Training of. Retail trade Employees.*

Employee Recruitment and Hiring


Employees Recruiting United States. College graduates Employment United States.


United States Armed Forces Recruiting, enlistment, etc. United States Armed Forces Pay, allowances, etc.


Executives--Selection and appointment.


1949. M.S. Connolly, Robert William. The recruitment and training of college graduates; a case study of the squadron training groups of the Goodyear tire & rubber company of Akron, Ohio.
Employment Discrimination

   


   Discrimination in sports United States. Afro-American basketball players Social conditions.


   Discrimination in employment Statistical methods.


   Labor laws and legislation South Africa. Blacks Employment South Africa.

1987. M.S. Temescu, Carol Davis. **An empirical comparison of adjusted models used to analyze pay data for discrimination.** Advisor: G. Milkovich.


   *Sex discrimination in employment United States. Equal pay for equal work United States.*


   *Collective bargaining--Teachers--United States. Teachers--Salaries, etc.--United States. Equal pay for equal work--United States.*


   *United States. Committee on Fair Employment Practice. Discrimination in employment United States.*


Executives and Leaders

2006. M.S. Drellich, Daniel Brian. **Challenge and Hindrance Stress at the Organizational Level: The Role of Organizational Culture.** Advisor: M. Cavanaugh. 

Employee stock options--United States. Executives--United States--Attitudes.


Leadership--United States. Leadership--Study and teaching--United States.


Employees Relocation. Service industries. Executives.


Chief executive officers--Salaries, etc.--United States.


Executives United States. Middle managers United States.


Compensation management. Executives Salaries, etc. Risk.


Leadership. Small groups.


Incentives in industry. Executives Salaries, etc. Performance awards. Golf Tournaments Economic aspects.
Executives Salaries, etc. United States. Corporations United States. Organizational effectiveness.

Compensation management United States. Executives Salaries, etc. United States. Wages United States.

Executives Salaries, etc. United States. Corporations United States.

Afro-American women executives. Promotions United States.

Leadership.


Executives. Executives Venezuela.

Communication in management. Leadership.


Employees--Rating of--Case studies. Leadership--Case studies.

Leadership--Case Studies. Social groups--Case studies. Social psychology.

Executives and Leaders
**Relationships among psychological differentiation and leadership styles.**  
Advisor: L. Gruenfeld.
Leadership Case studies.  Supervision of employees Case studies.  Difference (Psychology).

**Technical competence and other leadership role requirements as perceived by technical-professional subordinates and managers in different organizational functions and levels.**  
Advisor: N. Rosen.

**Behavioral, attitudinal and perceptual differences between certain group leaders under conflicting conditions of social support; a laboratory investigation.**
Leadership.  Social interaction.

**An investigation into the relationships between psychological differentiation, leadership style and interpersonal perception.**
Leadership.  Psychology, Industrial.

**Social origins and careers of industrial managers in India.**
Executives India.  Industrial management India.  Occupational mobility India.  India Economic policy.  Industries India.

1963. Ph.D. Buck, Vernon E.  
**Job pressures on managers: sources, subjects, and correlates.**

**The Latin American Union Leadership Training Program of the Labor Relations Institute of the University of Puerto Rico.**

**A comparison of sample correlation matrices and a multivariate analysis of job concepts of selected industrial executive groups.**

**The postdiction of executive success.**
Executives--Selection and appointment.

**An evaluation study of the "Effective executive leadership program"; a seminar on human relations in Executives and Leaders**
administration.
  Executives--Training of.  Industrial relations--Study and teaching.

1958.  M.S.  Rushforth, Norman Burleigh and New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations.  Evaluating student conference leadership training; a study utilizing Q-technique.
  Leadership.  Group decision making.  Meetings.

  Labor movement West Indies, British.  Labor unions West Indies, British.  Working class West Indies, British Political activity.


1953.  Ph.D.  Sparks, Lois Remmers (Dean).  Front office leadership: the decline of militancy in two union locals.
  Labor unions--Officials and employees.  Shop stewards.  Labor union members.


Groups and Organizations

2006. M.S. Drellich, Daniel Brian. **Challenge and Hindrance Stress at the Organizational Level: The Role of Organizational Culture.** Advisor: M. Cavanaugh. 


  Natural foods industry--United States.  Natural foods industry--Law and legislation--United States.

  Organizational change.  Organizational change--Management.


  Help-wanted advertising--United States.  Diversity in the workplace--United States.

  Wages and labor productivity.

  Corporate culture.  Personnel management.  Organizational effectiveness.

  Privatization--Case studies.  Organizational change--Case studies.

ILR School Theses and Dissertations: a listing

Automobile supplies industry United States Personnel management. Automobile supplies industry Organizational change United States.


Organizational behavior United States. Organizational effectiveness United States. Industrial relations United States Case studies.


2000. Ph.D. Rogers, Edward W. **Cooperative knowledge behavior in high tech organizations: examining the relationship between employee perceptions of the employment game, cooperative knowledge behavior, and firm performance.** Advisor: P. Wright.

High technology industries--Management. High technology industries--Employees. Personnel management.


Group identity United States. Interpersonal relations United States.

Groups and Organizations


Manufacturing industries Management Employee participation Case studies. Organizational change.


Organizational effectiveness. Personnel management Decision making. Personnel management.


Employee motivation. Employees Attitudes.


Organizational behavior. Role expectation. Employee motivation.


Groups and Organizations

Employees Recruiting United States.


Small groups Psychological aspects. Personality. Interpersonal relations. Social groups. Social interaction.


Management Employee participation Moral and ethical aspects Korea (South). Organizational behavior Moral and ethical aspects Korea (South). Personnel management Moral and ethical aspects Korea (South).

International business enterprises Personnel management. Organizational effectiveness.


Railroads United States. Organizational change United States.


National Education Association of the United States. Teachers' unions United States. Associations, institutions, etc. United States. Organizational sociology United States.


Groups and Organizations


   Pay-for-knowledge systems. Organizational effectiveness.
   

   

   
   *Personnel departments United States Classification.*

   

   
   *Grievance procedures--United States.*

   

   

   

   


   Leadership. Small groups.


1988. M.S. Lion, Cynthia Lee. **The behavior and personality of work group and basic assumption group members.** Advisor: L. Gruenfeld.
   Social groups. Teams in the workplace.


   Organizational behavior Simulation methods. Interorganizational relations.

Collective bargaining Professions United States. Professional employees United States.


Quality of work life.


Communication in organizations Argentina. Organization.


Evaluation research (Social action programs)--United States.


*Trade associations United States.*


*Decision making Political aspects. Organizational behavior Political aspects. School management and organization New York (State) Decision making Case studies.*


*Industrial management. Alcoholism and employment.*


*Consumer cooperatives.*


*Small groups. Interpersonal relations. Personality.*


*Industrial relations. Property.*


*Consolidation and merger of corporations.*


*School management and organization Decision making.*


*Organizational behavior. Psychology, Applied.*


*Knowledge, Theory of. Industrial management.*


*Organizational behavior.*


*Organization.*
*Industrial relations.*

*Occupational mobility. Organization.*

*Hospitals Administration Case studies. Organizational behavior Case studies.*

*Power (Social sciences) Mathematical models. Technological complexity. Organizational behavior. Power (Social sciences).*


*Job satisfaction.*

*Small groups Research.*

*Community development Turkey. Turkey Rural conditions.*

*Industrial organization--Brazil--Case studies. Technological innovations--Brazil.*

*Universities and colleges Study and teaching (Graduate). Universities and colleges Administration.*

Groups and Organizations

   Psychology, Industrial. Small groups.


   Organization.

   Job satisfaction. Labor mobility.

   United Way of America Finance.

   Clerks Puerto Rico. Psychology, Industrial.

   Manpower policy New York (State). Organization.


Community development Research. Social service Research. Community organization.


Scientists United States. Universities and colleges Faculty. Organization.


Employees--Rating of--Case studies. Leadership--Case studies.


Organization. Hospitals United States.


Psychology, Industrial Case studies. Industrial sociology Case studies.


Leadership--Case Studies. Social groups--Case studies. Social psychology.


Automobile industry and trade Peru. Industrial sociology Case studies.


Communication in management Case studies. Supervision of employees Case studies. Social interaction Case studies.
1968. M.S. Turney, John Richard. **Technical competence and other leadership role requirements as perceived by technical-professional subordinates and managers in different organizational functions and levels.** Advisor: N. Rosen.


1967. Ph.D. Balk, Walter L. **Certain social psychological aspects of supervisory performance quantification in large work organizations.**


1967. M.S. Kimberly, John Robert. **Comparative organizational analysis: an empirical study of rehabilitation organizations.**

*Organization Case studies. Handicapped Rehabilitation United States.*

1967. M.S. McLaren, Andrew Niel. **Job dissatisfactions as functions of individual and organizational variables.**


1967. M.S. Westacott, George Henry. **Interpersonal trust in Peru.**

*Social interaction. Social groups. Social psychology. Sociology, Rural. Peru Social conditions.*


1966. Ph.D. Lundberg, Craig Carl. **Patterns of organizational decisioning: a conceptual scheme and its application in a study of comparative cases in industry.**


1965. Ph.D. Murray, Victor Vereler Jr. **Some behavioral correlates of felt own power in a simulated work situation.**

*Small groups. Power (Social sciences). Industrial sociology Case studies. Social groups. Industrial sociology Case studies.*

1965. M.S. Rance, David Elvin. **Behavioral, attitudinal and perceptual differences between certain group leaders under conflicting conditions of social support; a laboratory investigation.**

*Leadership. Social interaction.*

1965. M.S. Schwartzbaum, Allan Murray. **The motivation of supervisors to interact horizontally and diagonally.**


Groups and Organizations
1964. M.S. Balk, Walter L. The perception of and behavior toward ambiguous stimuli by two groups.

1964. M.S. Green, Charles Stanley III. Commitment: an approach for the study of social organization and change.
    Social change. Organization.

    Psychology. Industrial Case studies. Industrial relations. Social interaction Case studies.


    Engineers. Organization.

1958. M.S. Rushforth, Norman Burleigh and New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations. Evaluating student conference leadership training; a study utilizing Q-technique.
    Leadership. Group decision making. Meetings.


    Collective bargaining unit Case studies. Collective labor agreements United States Cases.

1956. M.S. Landes, Harold Brian. The evaluation of factors of "cohesiveness" in four laundry work groups.
    Social interaction. Industrial relations. Industrial relations--Case studies.

    Merchant mariners. Industrial relations. Social interaction.
Department stores. Industrial relations.


Employees--Training of--United States.


1951. M.S. Davis, Maria Nekos. An investigation of some factors contributing to the social adjustment of a group of sorority women. 
Cornell University--Students.

Clerks (Retail trade) Labor unions United States. Decision making.

History


  Women lawyers United States States History. Women in the professions United States States History. Feminism United States History.

  Income United States Longitudinal studies. Income distribution United States Longitudinal studies.


  Teachers--Salaries, etc.--United States--History--19th century.

  United States. National Labor Relations Board.

  Collective bargaining Steel industry United States History.

Haciendas--Peru--History. Agriculture--Economic aspects--Peru--History.


Knights of Labor. Labor unions United States History.


United Transportation Union.


American Labor Education Service. Working class Education History. Working class Education.


Industrial relations--India. Wages--India. India--Economic conditions--1947-. India--Economic policy.


ILR School Theses and Dissertations: a listing

Labor unions Trinidad and Tobago. Working class Trinidad and Tobago. Labor movement Trinidad and Tobago.


Labor supply Panama Canal. Aliens Panama Canal. Panama Canal (Panama) Officials and employees.


Labor unions United States History. Labor unions Mergers United States.


New York Mills Company.


United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America.


Minimum wage United States.


1950. M.S. in ILR Meyn, Charles Albert. *Effect of the Region II War Labor Board upon the probationary period and preferential seniority in selected companies.*


Human Resource Management


2006. M.S. Drellich, Daniel Brian. **Challenge and Hindrance Stress at the Organizational Level: The Role of Organizational Culture.** Advisor: M. Cavanaugh.


   Wage payment systems United States. Incentives in industry United States. Wages and labor productivity United States.


   Employee stock options. International business enterprises Employees Salaries, etc.


   Personnel management Korea (South). Career development Korea (South).


   Chief executive officers--Salaries, etc.--United States.

   Employees Rating of.


   Employee motivation. Employees Attitudes.

   Organizational behavior. Role expectation. Employee motivation.


   Employees Recruiting United States.


Human Resource Management
Wages United States. Employee rights United States.

Wages and labor productivity United States. Compensation management United States.

Compensation management. International business enterprises Employees Salaries, etc.


Management Employee participation Moral and ethical aspects Korea (South). Organizational behavior Moral and ethical aspects Korea (South). Personnel management Moral and ethical aspects Korea (South).


Human Resource Management
International business enterprises Personnel management. Organizational effectiveness.


   Compensation management. Personnel management Moral and ethical aspects.
Distributive justice. Fairness.

   Footwear industry Management Employee participation Korea (South) Case studies.
Women shoe industry workers Korea (South) Case studies. Industrial management Employee participation Korea (South) Case studies. Work design Korea (South) Case studies.

   Railroads United States. Organizational change United States.


   Cafeteria benefit plans United States. Decision making. Choice (Psychology).


Human Resource Management


  Pay-for-knowledge systems.  Organizational effectiveness.


  Employee assistance programs.  Counselors Training of.  Professional socialization.

*Cafeteria benefit plans United States Decision making. Insurance, Health United States Decision making.*


*Executives United States. Middle managers United States.*


*Personnel departments United States Classification.*


*Grievance procedures--United States.*


*Teachers Salaries, etc. United States. Teachers’ unions United States. Pay equity United States.*


*Alcoholism and employment United States.*

Human Resource Management


Manpower planning. Personnel management. Strategic planning.


Personnel management. Industrial relations.


Research, Industrial. Industrial project management.

*Teachers--Salaries, etc.--United States--History--19th century.*


*Compensation management--Decision making. Organizational behavior. Pay equity.*


*Hours of labor, Flexible. Job security. Risk assessment.*


*Compensation management. Business planning.*


*Management--Employee participation. Quality circles.*


*Executives Salaries, etc. United States. Corporations United States. Organizational effectiveness.*


*Employees Recruiting United States. College graduates Employment United States.*

  Compensation management United States. Executives Salaries, etc. United States. Wages United States.

  Collective bargaining--Teachers--United States. Teachers--Salaries, etc.--United States. Equal pay for equal work--United States.

  Executives Salaries, etc. United States. Corporations United States.

1986. M.S. Sears, David L. **Equity in pay increase and bonus decision-making.** Advisor: G. Milkovich. 
  Compensation management Decision making. Bonus system.

  Machinery in the workplace. Human-machine systems. Work design.

  Decision making. Utility theory.

  Quality circles.


  Quality of work life.


Human Resource Management
Goal setting in personnel management. Performance standards.

Manpower planning. Personnel management.


Supervision of employees--Study and teaching.

Absenteeism (Labor).

Industrial accidents. Wages.

Nurses Vocational guidance.

Industrial relations. Property.

Consolidation and merger of corporations.


Human Resource Management
   Affirmative action programs United States. Markov processes.

   Communication in personnel management. Employees Rating of.

   Industrial organization--Brazil--Case studies. Technological innovations--Brazil.

   Promotions. Psychology, Industrial.

   Job satisfaction. Psychology, Industrial.


   Job satisfaction. Labor mobility.

   Personnel management. Motivation (Psychology).

   Industrial relations--India. Wages--India. India--Economic conditions--1947-. India--Economic policy.

   Wage payment systems. Piecework. Job evaluation.
Nurses United States Job satisfaction Case studies. Supervision of employees.

Organization Case studies.

United States Armed Forces Recruiting, enlistment, etc. United States Armed Forces Pay, allowances, etc.

Job satisfaction. Psychology, Industrial.

Job satisfaction. Clerks.

Employees--Rating of--Case studies. Leadership--Case studies.


Job satisfaction Case studies. Professional employees Case studies. Employee attitude surveys.

1968. M.S. Turney, John Richard. Technical competence and other leadership role requirements as perceived by technical-professional subordinates and managers in different organizational functions and levels. Advisor: N. Rosen.


Employees Training of. Supervisors, Industrial.

United Nations. Secretariat Personnel administration. United Nations Officials and employees Salaries, etc.


Job satisfaction Case studies. Supervision of employees Case studies.

Wages United States. Wages.

1965. M.S. Schwartzbaum, Allan Murray. The motivation of supervisors to interact horizontally and diagonally.

1964. M.S. Green, Charles Stanley III. Commitment: an approach for the study of social organization and change.
Social change. Organization.

Human Resource Management
1964. M.S. Salinas, Raymond Conde. **An exploratory study of job satisfaction attitudes among non-academic university personnel.**

1963. Ph.D. Buck, Vernon E. **Job pressures on managers: sources, subjects, and correlates.**

1963. Ph.D. Fields, Theron Joseph and New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations. **Company-initiated early retirement as a means of work-force control.**

Job satisfaction.


1962. Ph.D. Hinrichs, John Ryland. **The impact of industrial organization on the attitudes of research chemists.**

1961. M.S. Gillis, John Simon and Loblaw inc. **Responsibility at work, aspirations and the need for achievement among young workers.**
Job satisfaction. Youth Employment.

1961. M.S. Sola, Frank Carlton. **The impact of automation on personnel administration.**

1960. Ph.D. Douglas, John and Milton L. Rock and American Bankers Association. **The present status of the management training and development activities for the nonpromotable middle managers in the major American companies; a study of an undeveloped managerial resource.**

1960. Ph.D. Ferguson, John Bodley. **Job satisfaction and job performance within a university faculty.**
University of Hawaii (Honolulu). Job satisfaction--Case studies. Universities and colleges--Faculty.

1960. M.S. Hepton, Estelle. **Moonlighting on Waikiki: a study of dual employment and work efficiency.**
Hawaiian Village Hotel. Supplementary employment Hawaii Case studies. Hotels
Hawaii Employees Supplementary employment Case studies. Taverns (Inns) Hawaii Employees Supplementary employment Case studies. Restaurants Hawaii Employees Case studies.


1956. Ph.D. Trull, Samuel George. **Factors bearing on the development and utilization of engineering and scientific personnel in industry; a study to determine some of the factors which influence the developmental aspects of engineers along the lines of management and/or technical research.**


1951. Ph.D. James, Virgil Albert. **A case study of hospital employee compensation.**  
*Hospitals Staff Salaries, etc. Hospitals Personnel management.*

1951. Ph.D. Raimon, Robert Leonard. **Comparative wages, occupational wage differences, and wage determination.**  
*Wages Research. Wages.*

1951. Ph.D. Salkever, Louis Romov. **Toward a theory of occupational wage differentials.**  
*Wages.*

1950. M.S. in ILR Barone, Nancy Carol (Stockdale). **Areas of managerial training needs in small retail stores.**  
*Stores, Retail Management. Executives Training of.*

1950. Ph.D. Foltman, Felician F. **Factors bearing on supervisory morale - an analysis of a training program, the philosophy of management, and certain personnel practices; a case study.**

1950. M.S. in ILR Gelberg, Alfred. **The structure and functioning of a wage incentive plan and its application to discontinuous operations.**  

1950. M.S. in ILR Meyn, Charles Albert. **Effect of the Region II War Labor Board upon the probationary period and preferential seniority in selected companies.**

1950. M.S. in ILR Puchek, Michael. **A survey of the personnel policies of a small general hospital in New York State.**  

1949; (1950). M.S. in ILR Zimmerman, William. **A study of the personnel practices and procedures affecting employees in non-professional positions in the New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations.**  
*New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations. Personnel management Case studies. Clerks New York (State)Ithaca.*

1949. M.S. Connolly, Robert William. **The recruitment and training of college graduates; a case study of the squadron training groups of the Goodyear tire & rubber company of Akron, Ohio.**

1949. M.S. Miller, Frank Barton. **Three approaches to human relations in industry.**

1949. M.S. Weinberg, Herbert Ira. **The human relations of a wage incentive system.**  
*Personnel management. Incentives in industry. Wages.*

Human Resource Management


1947. M.S. Bruce, Robert Lee. Employee merit rating, its development, value and role in supervision.
Immigration


1959. M.S. Holmsen, Lilian Soobik. **Occupational adjustment of postwar immigrants to Canada.**

1956. M.S. Lewis, William Leon. **A study of alien employment programs of United States Government agencies in the Canal Zone from 1939 through 1955.**
   - Labor supply Panama Canal. Aliens Panama Canal. Panama Canal (Panama) Officials and employees.

   - Migrant labor United States. Agriculture and state United States. Agricultural laborers Mexico.
International


International

264 ILR School Theses and Dissertations: a listing
Civil service OECD countries. Downsizing of organizations OECD countries. OECD countries Officials and employees Dismissal of. Administrative agencies OECD countries Management.


Labor demand--Korea--Econometric models.

Privatization India. Downsizing of organizations India. Joint ventures India Law and legislation.


2000. M.S. Kim, James Je Heon. **Role of regime legitimacy in economic development and industrial relations in Brazil and Argentina.** Advisor: M. Cook.  

Domestics Labor unions China Hong Kong. Domestics China Hong Kong. Alien labor China Hong Kong. Labor unions Organizing China Hong Kong.

Cooperative societies--Spain--Mondragon. Industrial management--Employee participation--Spain--Mondragon.

Employee stock options. International business enterprises Employees Salaries, etc.

Industrial relations Taiwan.

Personnel management Korea (South). Career development Korea (South).


Labor market India Econometric models. Unemployment India Econometric models. Wages India Econometric models. Job security Law and legislation India. Labor laws and legislation India.


Grievance procedures Korea (South). Employee-management relations in government Korea (South). Grievance procedures United States. Employee-management relations in government United States.


Management Employee participation Moral and ethical aspects Korea (South). Organizational behavior Moral and ethical aspects Korea (South). Personnel management Moral and ethical aspects Korea (South).


International business enterprises Personnel management. Organizational effectiveness.


Footwear industry Management Employee participation Korea (South) Case studies. Women shoe industry workers Korea (South) Case studies. Industrial management Employee participation Korea (South) Case studies. Work design Korea (South) Case studies.


1994. M.S. Pan, Shih-Wei. **State policy and workplace relations in Taiwan.** Advisor: H. Katz.

Labor policy Taiwan. Industrial relations Taiwan.


*Employee fringe benefits Canada. Collective bargaining Canada Econometric models.*


*Labor supply--Costa Rica--San José. Wages--Costa Rica--San José.*


*Compensation management United States. Executives Salaries, etc. United States. Wages United States.*


*Industries--Size--Korea (South). Labor supply--Korea (South). Wages--Korea (South).*


*Wages Korea (South). Industrial hygiene Korea (South).*


*Haciendas--Peru--History. Agriculture--Economic aspects--Peru--History.*


*Communication in organizations Argentina. Organization.*


Management Employee participation Chile.

Fate and fatalism Tradition (Philosophy) Trinidad--Social conditions.

Collective bargaining--Canada. Labor unions--Canada.

Castro, Fidel, 1926-. Labor movement--Cuba. Labor unions--Cuba.


Textile workers Israel. Industrial relations Israel Case studies.
Industrial organization--Brazil--Case studies. Technological innovations--Brazil.

Social classes Peru. Peru Social conditions. Peru Economic conditions.

United States. Committee on Fair Employment Practice. Discrimination in employment United States.

Unemployed Quebec (Province). Occupational training Quebec (Province).

Labor unions Guiana. Labor unions United States.

Clerks Puerto Rico. Psychology, Industrial.


Entrepreneurship. Industries Malaysia. Malaysia Economic policy.


  Industrial relations--India. Wages--India. India--Economic conditions--1947-.
  India--Economic policy.


  Education India. Education Children. Schools Administration India.


  Developing countries. Social change. Political science.

  Great Britain. Industrial Training Boards. Manpower policy Great Britain.
  Employees Training of Great Britain.

  Power (Social sciences). Peru Social conditions 1968-. Peru Rural conditions.


  Automobile industry and trade Peru. Industrial sociology Case studies.


International
Aronson.
  Labor supply Trinidad and Tobago. Unemployment Trinidad and Tobago.

  Collective bargaining Chile. Labor laws and legislation Chile.


  Copper industry and trade Chile. Wages Copper industry Chile. Wages and labor productivity Chile. Labor economics Mathematical models.

  Industrial relations Chile. Wages Chile. Labor unions Chile Officials and employees.

  Pricing Chile. Chile Economic policy.


  India Social conditions. Industries India.


   Lima Light and Power Company. Supervision of employees Case studies.
   Supervisors, Industrial Case studies.


   Agriculture Soviet Union. Wages Soviet Union. Agricultural laborers Soviet Union.

1967. Ph.D. Coates, Norman. **Industrial relations implications of Canadian-United States economic integration: the automobile industry as a case study.**
   Industrial relations Canada. Industrial relations. Automobile industry and trade Canada. Automobile industry and trade. Canada Foreign economic relations United States. United States Foreign economic relations Canada.

1967. M.S. Cordova Cordoves, Efren. **The Cuban labor movement: survey and interpretation.**
   Labor unions Cuba History. Labor movement Cuba.

1967. M.S. Westacott, George Henry. **Interpersonal trust in Peru.**

1966. M.S. Hadary, Sharon G. **Evolution of the woman's role in the Italian labor force.**
   Women Employment Italy. Women Legal status, laws, etc Italy.

1966. Ph.D. Miller, Richard Ulric. **The role of labor organizations in a developing country: the case of Mexico.**


1961. M.S. Galvin, Miles Eugene and United States International Cooperation Administration. The Latin American Union Leadership Training Program of the...
Labor Relations Institute of the University of Puerto Rico.
University of Puerto Rico.  Latin American Union Leadership Training Program.


Works councils Poland Case studies.  Cotton textile industry Poland.


Labor unions--Indonesia.
1957. Ph.D. James, Ralph C.,Jr.  **Labor and technical change: the Bombay cotton textile industry.**  
*Cotton textile industry--India. Labor supply--India. Technological innovations.*

1957. M.S. Losi, Maria Luciana.  **The development of manpower management: Italy, a case study.**  
*Industrial relations Italy. Management Employee participation Italy. Personnel management. Labor unions Italy.*

1957. Ph.D. Marsak, Leonard Mendes 1924-.  **Bernard de Fontenelle: the idea of science in eighteenth century France.**

1957. M.S. Saldanha, Ronald A.  **The application of job evaluation to the oil industry in Bombay.**  

1957. M.S. Verma, Bisheshwar Prasad.  **Works committees and consultative machinery in India.**  
*Works councils India.*

1956; (1957). M.S. Daniel, George Theodore.  **The role of trade union leaders in the development of the trade union movement in an under-developed area: the British Caribbean.**  
*Labor movement West Indies, British. Labor unions West Indies, British. Working class West Indies, British Political activity.*

1956; (1957). M.S. Varma, Madhurendra Kishori.  **Whither industrial relations in India?**  
*Industrial relations India. Labor supply India. Labor laws and legislation India.*

1956. M.S. Abdel-Wahab, Moustafa Omar El-Tantawy.  **Productivity and vocational education in Egypt.**  
*Vocational education. Egypt. Education. Labor supply.*

1956. M.S. Krishnaswami, Chithathoor Srinivasan.  **Industrial discipline under arbitral review in the U. S. A. and India.**  

1956. M.S. Lewis, William Leon.  **A study of alien employment programs of United States Government agencies in the Canal Zone from 1939 through 1955.**  
*Labor supply Panama Canal. Aliens Panama Canal. Panama Canal (Panama) Officials and employees.*
1956. M.S. Narayan, Braj Kishore. **Compulsory arbitration of labour disputes in India.**

Arbitration, Industrial India. Labor laws and legislation India.

1956. M.S. Newman, Ted. **The development of wage determination criteria in government arbitration and fact finding.**


1956. M.S. Rath, Gopal Chandra. **The welfare officer in Indian industry.**

Industrial welfare India. Personnel directors. Industrial laws and legislation India.

1956. Ph.D. Sinha, Ganesh Prasad. **Economics of labor welfare funds in the coal industries of the United States, Great Britain, and India.**


1955. M.S. Haddy, Pamela Mary. **Changes in British interindustry earnings structure under full employment.**

Wages Great Britain. Labor supply Great Britain.


Migrant labor United States. Agriculture and state United States. Agricultural laborers Mexico.

1954. Ph.D. Richardson, Stephen Alexander. **The social organization of British and United States merchant ships.**

Merchant mariners. Industrial relations. Social interaction.

1953. M.S. Begert, Arline Gertrude. **Analysis of the Canadian old age security system.**

Old age insurance Canada. Social security Canada.

1953. M.S. Nelson, Ulla L. **A comparison of foremen in an American and a Swedish rubber factory.**

1952. Ph.D. Vadakin, James Charles. **The family allowances movement.**

Family allowances. Family allowances--Canada.


International


1948. M.S. Das, Radha Charan.  Some basic considerations for the development of industrial education in Orissa (India).

Vocational education.
Job Satisfaction, Employee Morale, and Employee Motivation


Job Satisfaction, Employee Morale, and Employee Motivation

   Employee motivation. Employees Attitudes.


   Organizational behavior. Role expectation. Employee motivation.


   Industrial relations. Labor contract. Employees--Attitudes.


   Wages and labor productivity United States. Compensation management United States.


   Cafeteria benefit plans United States. Decision making. Choice (Psychology).


   Supervision of employees Psychological aspects. Interpersonal relations. Personnel management Psychological aspects. Work Psychological aspects.


   Alcoholism and employment United States.

   Teachers' unions Psychological aspects. Collective bargaining Teachers. Teachers Attitudes.


Job Satisfaction, Employee Morale, and Employee Motivation

*Quality of work life.*


*Job satisfaction. Work Psychological aspects.*


*School administrators United States. Job satisfaction United States.*


*Job satisfaction.*


*Job satisfaction.*


*Layoff systems New York (State). New York (State) Officials and employees.*


*Negotiation. Mediation and conciliation, Industrial. Motivation (Psychology).*


Job Satisfaction, Employee Morale, and Employee Motivation


Job Satisfaction, Employee Morale, and Employee Motivation

Nurses United States Job satisfaction Case studies. Supervision of employees.


Job satisfaction. Psychology, Industrial.


Job satisfaction. Clerks.


Job satisfaction Case studies. Professional employees Case studies. Employee attitude surveys.

1968. M.S. Turney, John Richard. Technical competence and other leadership role requirements as perceived by technical-professional subordinates and managers in different organizational functions and levels. Advisor: N. Rosen.


Beliefs, values and preferences; a search for the source: a military field experiment.
Job satisfaction Research.  Psychology, Industrial.

Psychological differentiation and job satisfaction.
Job satisfaction Research.  Psychology, Industrial.

The motivational consequences of task attributes and supervision.
Job satisfaction Case studies.  Supervision of employees Case studies.

The motivation of supervisors to interact horizontally and diagonally.

An exploration of attitude change as a result of task experience.
Attitude (Psychology).

1964. M.S. Balk, Walter L.  
The perception of and behavior toward ambiguous stimuli by two groups.

1964. M.S. Salinas, Raymond Conde.  
An exploratory study of job satisfaction attitudes among non-academic university personnel.

A linear model of job satisfaction.
Job satisfaction.

Job satisfaction and its relationship to turnover.

The impact of industrial organization on the attitudes of research chemists.

Responsibility at work, aspirations and the need for achievement among young workers.
Job satisfaction.  Youth Employment.

Job satisfaction and job performance within a university faculty.

Job Satisfaction, Employee Morale, and Employee Motivation
University of Hawaii (Honolulu). Job satisfaction--Case studies. Universities and colleges--Faculty.


United Fund. Federations, Financial (Social service). Social group work.

Handicapped Employment.


New York Mills Company.

1954. M.S. Senderoff, Geraldine. Using attitude surveys and results for supervisory development programs.
Employee attitude surveys Case studies. Supervisors, Industrial Case studies.


1950. Ph.D. Foltman, Felician F. Factors bearing on supervisory morale - an analysis of a training program, the philosophy of management, and certain personnel practices; a case study.


Job Satisfaction, Employee Morale, and Employee Motivation
Labor Markets and Labor Mobility


Alcoholism and employment United States.


Foreign trade and employment Econometric models. Wages Econometric models.


Labor supply--Costa Rica--San José. Wages--Costa Rica--San José.


Afro-American women executives. Promotions United States.

Labor Markets and Labor Mobility


Wages Korea (South). Labor supply Korea (South).


Unemployed United States.

Pensions United States.

Occupational mobility. Organization.


Labor Markets and Labor Mobility
Gruenfeld.
  Job satisfaction.  Labor mobility.

  Labor mobility Mathematical models.

  Labor mobility United States.  Labor mobility Case studies.


  Labor supply Trinidad and Tobago.  Unemployment Trinidad and Tobago.

  Migration, Internal United States.  Labor supply United States.


1964.  Ph.D.  Jain, Sagar Chand.  Social origins and careers of industrial managers in India.

Labor Markets and Labor Mobility
Executives India. Industrial management India. Occupational mobility India. India Economic policy. Industries India.

1963. M.S. Bradley, Michael Edward. Some aspects of the labor supply problem in the underdeveloped countries.
Labor supply. Developing countries. Economic development.


Cornell University. College of Engineering. Engineers. Engineers Salaries, etc.

Labor Unions


   Domestic workers China Hong Kong. Domestic workers Organizing China Hong Kong. Alien labor China Hong Kong. Labor unions Organizing China Hong Kong.


Labor Unions

Health facilities Employees Labor Unions Organizing United States. Health facilities Employees. Labor unions Organizing United States.

National Education Association of the United States. Teachers' unions United States. Associations, institutions, etc. United States. Organizational sociology United States.


Women labor union members United States Case studies. Labor unions Organizing Case studies.


Grievance procedures--United States.


Airlines--Employees--Labor unions--United States.


Labor Unions
Teachers Salaries, etc. United States. Teachers' unions United States. Pay equity United States.


Teachers' unions Psychological aspects. Collective bargaining Teachers. Teachers Attitudes.


Teacher participation in administration United States. Teachers' unions United States.


Labor unions and mass media United States Case studies. Labor unions and mass media Pennsylvania Wilkes-Barre.


Multihospital systems United States Employees. Hospitals Staff Labor unions United States.


Income maintenance programs United States. Wages United States Mathematical models.


White collar workers Labor unions Organizing United States. White collar workers
United States.


International Union, United Automobile, Aerospace, and Agricultural Implement
Workers of America Political activity. Labor unions United States Political activity.
Insurance, Health United States.


Labor productivity United States Mathematical models. Printing industry Employees


Collective bargaining Education United States Mathematical models. Education United
States Mathematical models. Collective bargaining Education California.


Employee ownership United States. Management Employee participation United
States. Labor unions United States.


Discrimination in employment Law and legislation United States. Labor unions United
States. Labor unions United States Minority membership.


Hours of labor United States Mathematical models. Labor unions United States


Labor unions United States Statistics.


Collective bargaining. Labor unions.


Labor Unions
representation in public sector labor relations. Advisor: J. Gross.


Government employee unions United States.


Miller, Arnold, 1923-. United Mine Workers of America.


Employee fringe benefits United States. Municipal officials and employees Salaries, etc. United States.


Collective bargaining--Canada. Labor unions--Canada.


Castro, Fidel, 1926-. Labor movement--Cuba. Labor unions--Cuba.


Labor Unions
1970. M.S. Miller, Bernard Francis, Jr. **Collective bargaining in the Canadian air transportation industry: the Air Canada experience.** Advisor: J. Gross.  


Universities and colleges New York (State). Universities and colleges New Jersey. Universities and colleges Faculty. Teachers' unions New York (State). Teachers' unions New Jersey. Education Societies, etc New York (State). Education Societies, etc New Jersey.


1968. M.S. Fuchs Baransky, Claudio Jacky. **The correlates and determinants of wage aspirations and local union-management relations in Chile.** Advisor: H. Landsberger.  
Industrial relations Chile. Wages Chile. Labor unions Chile Officials and employees.

Confédération des syndicats nationaux. Labor unions--Canada--History.


Association of Western pulp and paper workers. Paper industry workers Labor unions United States.


1966. M.S. Harricharan, Wilfred Rupert. A survey of the history of labor and the labor movement in Trinidad. Labor unions Trinidad and Tobago. Working class Trinidad and Tobago. Labor movement Trinidad and Tobago.


Labor Unions
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Labor unions--United States. Labor union members.


1957. M.S. Finder, Joan Kiel. Differences in personnel practices and policies in large union and non-union retail stores in New York City.


1957. M.S. Losi, Maria Luciana. The development of manpower management: Italy, a case study.

Industrial relations Italy. Management Employee participation Italy. Personnel management. Labor unions Italy.


Labor movement West Indies, British. Labor unions West Indies, British. Working class West Indies, British Political activity.


1954. Ph.D. Christie, Robert A. **Empire in wood; a history of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America.**  
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America.

1954. M.S. Ghent, Donald Frank. **Factors determining the status of the shop steward; a case study of a union local.**  

1954. M.S. Richards, Paul Bunting. **The effect of the Taft-Hartley act on traditional union security practices in the building and construction industry.**  
Construction workers Labor unions Law and legislation United States. Open and closed shop Law and legislation United States.

1953. Ph.D. Beal, Edwin Fletcher. **Origins of codetermination (Mitbestimmung) in Western Germany.**  
Works councils Germany (West). Works councils Germany. Working class Germany. Labor unions Germany.

1953. Ph.D. Sparks, Lois Remmers (Dean). **Front office leadership: the decline of militancy in two union locals.**  
Labor unions--Officials and employees. Shop stewards. Labor union members.

1952; (1953). Ph.D. Culley, Jack Frederick. **Absenteeism in a leather tannery; a specific plant situation considered in the framework of absenteeism as a general industrial relations problem.**  

1952. Ph.D. McFarland, Dalton E. **Leadership in a local labor union undergoing organizational stress.**  

1952. M.S. Owen, Homer Leroy. **The role of the CIO-PAC in the 1944 elections.**  

1951. M.S. Elias, Robert and Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America. **The wage policies of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, 1914-50.**  

1951. Ph.D. Wickersham, Edward Dean. **Opposition to the international officers of the United Mine Workers of America: 1919-1933.**  
United Mine Workers of America.
   Clerks (Retail trade) Labor unions United States. Decision making.

1949. M.S. in ILR Culley, Jack Frederick.  A consideration of personnel policy and procedure in connection with labor union negotiations; a case study.


   United States. Union security.


1948. M.S. in ILR Rogers, Henry Neil.  The background of organized labor and an analysis of union agreements in the primary pulp and paper industry.


Labor Unions
Pensions and Retirement


   Old age pensions United States. Pension trusts United States.


   Aged Employment. Technological innovations.


   Old age assistance--New York (State)--Tompkins County. Old age--New York (State).
Power


*Industrial organization United States.* *Power (Social sciences) United States.*

*Industrial management United States.* *Organizational sociology United States.*

*Corporations Sociological aspects.*


*Employee empowerment United States.* *Industrial management Employee participation United States.*

*Employees United States Attitudes.* *Organizational change United States.*


*Corporate culture.* *Power (Social sciences).*

*Courtesy.* *Interpersonal communication.* *Sociolinguistics.*


*Management Employee participation.* *Industrial management Employee participation.*

*Hierarchies.* *Cooperative societies United States.*


*Teacher participation in administration United States.* *Teachers' unions United States.*


*Organizational behavior.* *Social role.*

*Power (Social sciences).* *Microcomputers.*


*School management and organization New York (State) Case studies.* *School superintendents New York (State).*

*School boards New York (State).*


*Power (Social sciences) Mathematical models.*

*Technological complexity.*

*Organizational behavior.*

*Power (Social sciences).*


Power
Universities and colleges Study and teaching (Graduate). Universities and colleges Administration.

Collective bargaining Government employees Quebec (Province).

Power (Social sciences). Decision making.


Job satisfaction. Clerks.

Power (Social sciences). Peru Social conditions 1968-. Peru Rural conditions.


Power
Small groups. Power (Social sciences). Industrial sociology Case studies. Social groups. Industrial sociology Case studies.


Psychology and Sociology


   Retail trade--Public relations.  Retail trade--Social aspects.  Demography--Economic aspects.

   Supervision of employees Psychological aspects.  Executives Psychology.
   Executives Selection and appointment United States.  Personality and occupation United States.


Psychology and Sociology

  - Small groups Psychological aspects. Personality. Interpersonal relations. Social groups. Social interaction.


  - Cafeteria benefit plans United States. Decision making. Choice (Psychology).


National Education Association of the United States. Teachers' unions United States. Associations, institutions, etc. United States. Organizational sociology United States.


Supervision of employees Psychological aspects. Interpersonal relations. Personnel management Psychological aspects. Work Psychological aspects.


1992. M.S. Edlefsen, Paul J. **An investigation into the relationship between benefits satisfaction and benefits knowledge and how computerized decision aids Psychology and Sociology**
influence this relationship. Advisor: G. Milkovich.


Mediation. Conflict management.


Trust Social aspects. Industrial sociology. Interpersonal relations.


Teachers' unions Psychological aspects. Collective bargaining Teachers. Teachers Attitudes.


Personnel management. Industrial relations.


   Research, Industrial. Industrial project management.

   Personality assessment. Interpersonal relations.

   Utility theory. Risk.


   Decision making. Utility theory.

   Job satisfaction. Work Psychological aspects.


   Educational sociology Peru. Working class Peru.

   Psychology, Industrial. Employees Dismissal of.

   Organizational behavior. Psychology, Applied.


*Industrial relations.*


*Fate and fatalism Tradition (Philosophy) Trinidad--Social conditions.*


*Negotiation. Mediation and conciliation, Industrial. Motivation (Psychology).*


*Unemployed Virginia. Psychology, Industrial.*


*Psychology, Industrial. Justice.*


*Psychology, Industrial.*


*Employees Training of. Motivation (Psychology).*


*Social classes Peru. Peru Social conditions. Peru Economic conditions.*


*Wages. Labor supply. Psychology, Industrial.*
*Psychology, Industrial. Small groups.*

*Job satisfaction. Psychology, Industrial.*

*Power (Social sciences). Decision making.*

*Psychology, Industrial. Wage payment systems.*

*Social psychology.*

*Personnel management. Motivation (Psychology).*

*Arbitration, Industrial Case studies.*

*Clerks Puerto Rico. Psychology, Industrial.*


*Social sciences Research. Sociology Methodology.*


*Decision making. Ability Testing.*

Psychology and Sociology
1972. M.S. Scully, Marie-Celeste. **Kosmic vibrations: A study of a collegiate drug behavior system and its impact on work expectations.**

*Drug abuse.* *Students United States.*


*Perception.* *Psychometrics.* *Psychology.*


*Job satisfaction.* *Psychology, Industrial.*


*Social interaction.* *Social psychology.*


*Church and social problems New York (State) Rochester.* *Social problems.* *Religion and sociology.* *Protestant churches New York (State) Rochester.*


*Power (Social sciences).* *Peru Social conditions 1968-.* *Peru Rural conditions.*


*Employees--Rating of--Case studies.* *Leadership--Case studies.*


*Social interaction--Case studies.* *Social psychology.* *Mental health.* *Handicapped--Rehabilitation--United States.*
**Psychological set and individual response to change (an exploratory study of some psychological and situational determinants of behavioral tendencies toward organizational change).**  
Advisor: W. Whyte.  

**Authority patterns, social differentiation and innovation.**  
Advisor: G. Gordon.  
Leadership--Case Studies. Social groups--Case studies. Social psychology.

**The Peruvian automobile industry: a socio-economic and organizational inquiry.**  
Advisor: L. Williams.  
Automobile industry and trade Peru. Industrial sociology Case studies.

**Non-verbal behavior: an empirical investigation of interview interaction.**  
Advisor: W. Whyte.  
Interviewing Case studies. Social interaction Case studies.

**Field independence-dependence and bargaining behavior.**  
Advisor: L. Williams.  
Negotiation. Industrial sociology Case studies. Social interaction Case studies.

**Field independence-field dependence and occupational interests.**  
Advisor: L. Gruenfeld.  

**Role theory in propositional form.**  
Advisor: L. Williams.  
Social psychology. Social psychology Bibliography.

**Relationships among psychological differentiation and leadership styles.**  
Advisor: L. Gruenfeld.  
Leadership Case studies. Supervision of employees Case studies. Difference (Psychology).

**Degree of professionalization and professionalism in the personnel occupations, a case study: the American Society for Personnel Administration.**  
Advisor: H. Trice.  

**Commitment, professionalism, and role conflict resolution: the personnel manager.**  
Advisor: H. Trice.  

Psychology and Sociology
*Psychology, Industrial.*

1968. M.S. Stewart, Judith Ann Wurster. **An examination of the social boundaries of the migratory labor system of the Atlantic Coast stream.** Advisor: J. Schulman. 
*Migrant labor--New York (State). Agricultural laborers--New York (State).*

1967. Ph.D. Balk, Walter L. **Certain social psychological aspects of supervisory performance quantification in large work organizations.** 

1967. M.S. McLaren, Andrew Niel. **Job dissatisfactions as functions of individual and organizational variables.** 

1967. Ph.D. Theodore, Eustace Demetrios. **Beliefs, values and preferences; a search for the source: a military field experiment.** 

1967. Ph.D. Weissenberg, Peter. **Psychological differentiation and job satisfaction.** 
*Job satisfaction Research. Psychology, Industrial.*

1967. M.S. Westacott, George Henry. **Interpersonal trust in Peru.** 
*Social interaction. Social groups. Social psychology. Sociology, Rural. Peru Social conditions.*

1966. M.S. Benson, Margaret 1940-. **A comparison of dreams of schizophrenic and normal adolescents: an exploratory study.** 
*Dreams. Schizophrenics. Youth.*


1966. Ph.D. Lundberg, Craig Carl. **Patterns of organizational decisioning: a conceptual scheme and its application in a study of comparative cases in industry.** 

1965. Ph.D. Murray, Victor Vereler Jr. **Some behavioral correlates of felt own power in a simulated work situation.**  
Small groups. Power (Social sciences). Industrial sociology Case studies. Social groups. Industrial sociology Case studies.

1965. M.S. Theodore, Eustace Demetrios. **An exploration of attitude change as a result of task experience.**  
Attitude (Psychology).

1965. M.S. Weissenberg, Peter. **An investigation into the relationships between psychological differentiation, leadership style and interpersonal perception.**  
Leadership. Psychology, Industrial.

1964. M.S. Balk, Walter L. **The perception of and behavior toward ambiguous stimuli by two groups.**  

1964. M.S. McPartland, James Michael. **On the multivariate analysis of interaction for nominal variables.**  
Psychometrics. Scale analysis (Psychology). Social sciences Methodology.

1964. M.S. Sales, Stephen Mark. **A laboratory investigation of the effectiveness of two industrial supervisory patterns.**  

1963. Ph.D. Buck, Vernon E. **Job pressures on managers: sources, subjects, and correlates.**  

1963. Ph.D. Klein, Stuart Marc. **Work pressure and group cohesion.**  
Psychology, Industrial Case studies. Industrial relations. Social interaction Case studies.

1963. M.S. Nord, Walter Robert. **A field experiment on Hawthorne effect and psychological demand characteristics.**  
Psychology, Industrial. Personnel management.

1963. Ph.D. Paolucci, Thomas D. **A comparative study of factors relating to lack of school persistence at the high school level.**  
School attendance--New York (State)--Utica. Motivation (Psychology).

1961. M.S. Herron, Robert Wallace. **Returns from space allocation of national and private brands for six product groups in a single chain.**  
Display of merchandise. Trademarks--United States.
1960. M.S. Buck, Vernon E. **The impact of technology on the social system: a case study of tool and die makers.**

1954. Ph.D. Landsberger, Henry Adolph. **A study of mediation through an analysis of the background of disputes and the activities of the mediator.**
   *Mediation. Social interaction. Social psychology.*

1954. Ph.D. Richardson, Stephen Alexander. **A study of selected personality characteristics of social science field workers.**
   *Social scientists. Social sciences Study and teaching.*

1953. Ph.D. Miller, Frank Barton. **Interaction counting as a supplement to the case method of social research.**
Public Employment


Grievance procedures Korea (South). Employee-management relations in government Korea (South). Grievance procedures United States. Employee-management relations in government United States.


Teachers Salaries, etc. United States. Teachers’ unions United States. Pay equity United States.

Public Employment


Teacher participation in administration United States. Teachers' unions United States.


Teachers--Malpractice--New York (State). Teachers--Tenure--New York (State). Teachers--Legal status, laws, etc.--New York (State).


Teachers--Salaries, etc.--United States--History--19th century.


Collective bargaining--Teachers--United States. Teachers--Salaries, etc.--United States. Equal pay for equal work--United States.


Strikes and lockouts Civil service United States.
Municipal officials and employees Salaries, etc. United States. Fire fighters Salaries, etc. United States. Police Salaries, etc. United States.


Government employee unions United States.

Employee fringe benefits United States. Municipal officials and employees Salaries, etc. United States.

1978. M.S. Cohn, Henry L. **Arbitration of reappointment, tenure and promotion decisions in higher education: the City University of New York.** Advisor: T. Kochan.
City University of New York Faculty. Collective bargaining College teachers.

Collective bargaining Government employees United States.


*Collective bargaining Government employees Quebec (Province).*

1975. M.S. Whalen, Garry M. **Collective bargaining in the State University of New York.** Advisor: D. Lipsky. 
*School management and organization--United States. Teachers--Pensions--United States.*


*Collective bargaining Government employees United States.*


Public Employment


1972; (1973). M.S. Weitzman, Joan Parker. **The scope of bargaining in public employment.**


*University of the State of New York. Vocational education--Study and teaching. Teachers--New York (State).*

1956. M.S. Newman, Ted. **The development of wage determination criteria in government arbitration and fact finding.**


1951. M.S. Ross, Harold Gilbert. **State procedures for the compulsory settlement of labor disputes in public utilities.**

1949; (1950). M.S. in ILR Zimmerman, William. **A study of the personnel practices and procedures affecting employees in non-professional positions in the New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations.**

*New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations. Personnel management Case studies. Clerks New York (State)Ithaca.*

1947; (1948). M.S. in ILR Eddison, John Corbin. **Teacher strikes in the United States.**

Public Policy


Child labor--Brazil. Brazil--Economic conditions.


2000. M.S. Kim, James Je Heon. **Role of regime legitimacy in economic development and industrial relations in Brazil and Argentina.** Advisor: M. Cook.


1994. M.S. Pan, Shih-Wei. **State policy and workplace relations in Taiwan.** Advisor: H. Katz.

Labor policy Taiwan. Industrial relations Taiwan.

Public Policy


  Workers' compensation United States. Medical care United States Cost control.


  United States. National Labor Relations Board.

  Sex discrimination in employment United States. Equal pay for equal work United States.


Public Policy
   Economic policy--Mathematical models. Economic development--Mathematical models.

   Municipal officials and employees Salaries, etc. United States. Fire fighters Salaries, etc. United States. Police Salaries, etc. United States.

   Local finance. Fiscal policy.


   Wage-price policy Australia Mathematical models. Income distribution Australia Mathematical models.

   Unemployed United States.

   Management--Employee participation. Employee ownership.


Public Policy

Entrepreneurship. Industries Malaysia. Malaysia Economic policy.

Manpower policy New York (State). Organization.

Industrial relations--India. Wages--India. India--Economic conditions--1947-. India--Economic policy.


Developing countries. Social change. Political science.

Great Britain. Industrial Training Boards. Manpower policy Great Britain.

Pricing Chile. Chile Economic policy.


China Economic policy.


Labor policy Trinidad and Tobago. Labor laws and legislation Trinidad and Tobago. Industrial relations Trinidad and Tobago. Labor courts Trinidad and Tobago. Labor disputes Trinidad and Tobago.


Wages--Netherlands. Wage-price policy--Netherlands.


1964. Ph.D. Jain, Sagar Chand. Social origins and careers of industrial managers in India.

Executives India. Industrial management India. Occupational mobility India. India Economic policy. Industries India.


Unfair labor practices Employer. Labor laws and legislation United States.


Public Policy


Social Insurance and Welfare


Student aid United States. Social security United States.


Prepaid legal services United States.


Social security Japan. Japan Economic conditions 1945-.


1956. M.S. Rath, Gopal Chandra. The welfare officer in Indian industry.

Industrial welfare India. Personnel directors. Industrial laws and legislation India.

Social Insurance and Welfare
1956. M.S. Von Moeller, Barbara Marianne Goetze. **The relative merits and weaknesses of supplemental unemployment benefit plans.**
*Supplemental unemployment benefits.*

1953. M.S. Begert, Arline Gertrude. **Analysis of the Canadian old age security system.**
*Old age insurance Canada. Social security Canada.*

1949. M.S. in ILR Risley, Robert Francis. **Social insurance in New York State and its application to the problem of temporary disability.**


1960. Ph.D. Ferguson, John Bodley. **Job satisfaction and job performance within a university faculty.**

University of Hawaii (Honolulu). Job satisfaction--Case studies. Universities and colleges--Faculty.

1960. M.S. Hepton, Estelle. **Moonlighting on Waikiki: a study of dual employment and work efficiency.**

Hawaiian Village Hotel. Supplementary employment Hawaii Case studies. Hotels Hawaii Employees Supplementary employment Case studies. Taverns (Inns) Hawaii Employees Supplementary employment Case studies. Restaurants Hawaii Employees Case studies.

1957. Ph.D. Tarneja, Ramnarain Sukhraj. **Profit sharing and the problems of technological change: a case study of workload change in a textile mill.**


Specific Companies


1949. M.S. Connolly, Robert William. The recruitment and training of college graduates; a case study of the squadron training groups of the Goodyear tire & rubber company of Akron, Ohio.


Specific Industries


Specific Industries


Automobile supplies industry United States Personnel management. Automobile supplies industry Organizational change United States.


Strategic alliances (Business) United States Case studies. Biotechnology industries United States.


High technology industries--Management. High technology industries--Employees. Personnel management.


Employees Relocation. Service industries. Executives.

Specific Industries

*Wages United States. Wages Effect of education on United States. Rent (Economic theory).*


*Manufacturing industries Management Employee participation Case studies. Organizational change.*


*Automobile mechanics Effect of technological innovations on United States. Service industries workers Effect of technological innovations on United States. Service industries Social aspects United States.*


*Footwear industry Management Employee participation Korea (South) Case studies. Women shoe industry workers Korea (South) Case studies. Industrial management Employee participation Korea (South) Case studies. Work design Korea (South) Case studies.*


*Railroads United States. Organizational change United States.*


*Biotechnology industries United States. Journalism, Commercial United States.*


Specific Industries


Airlines--Employees--Labor unions--United States.


   Shipbuilding industry United States Management Employee participation.


   Mesabi Range Region (Minn.) Economic conditions. Vermillion Range Region (Minn.) Economic conditions. Iron mines and mining Minnesota.


   Airlines--Employees--Salaries, etc.--United States.


   Industries--Size--Korea (South). Labor supply--Korea (South). Wages--Korea (South).

   Collective bargaining Steel industry United States History.

   Multihospital systems United States Employees. Hospitals Staff Labor unions United States.


*Human capital United States.*


*Nursing homes New York (State). Collective bargaining Nursing homes New York (State).*


*Textile workers Israel. Industrial relations Israel Case studies.*


*United Transportation Union.*

1974. M.S. Leyes, Richard A. II. **A community training program as an alternative to training in the construction industry.** Advisor: F. Miller.


*Entrepreneurship. Industries Malaysia. Malaysia Economic policy.*


Specific Industries


Automobile industry and trade Peru. Industrial sociology Case studies.


Copper industry and trade Chile. Wages Copper industry Chile. Wages and labor productivity Chile. Labor economics Mathematical models.


India Social conditions. Industries India.


Association of Western pulp and paper workers. Paper industry workers Labor unions United States.
Industrial relations Canada. Industrial relations. Automobile industry and trade Canada. Automobile industry and trade. Canada Foreign economic relations United States. United States Foreign economic relations Canada.


Wages United States. Wages.


Electric industry workers Labor unions Mexico.


Specific Industries


   Works councils Poland Case studies. Cotton textile industry Poland.

1957. Ph.D. James, Ralph C., Jr. Labor and technical change: the Bombay cotton textile industry.
   Cotton textile industry--India. Labor supply--India. Technological innovations.

1957. M.S. Saldanha, Ronald A. The application of job evaluation to the oil industry in Bombay.


1955; (1956). Ph.D. Lentz, Edith Margaret (Hamilton). The American voluntary hospital as an example of institutional change.
   Hospitals--United States. Hospitals--Administration.

   Wages Great Britain. Labor supply Great Britain.


Specific Industries
   Job analysis.

   Construction workers Labor unions Law and legislation United States. Open and closed shop Law and legislation United States.

1954. Ph.D. Zollitsch, Herbert George. Maintenance training methodology for automation; the development of methods and techniques which might be utilized to assist industry in training maintenance mechanics to service complicated, custom-built, semi-automatic or fully automatic machines.
   Technological innovations. Repairing trades. Electronic industries Job descriptions. Electronic industries Handbooks, manuals, etc.

   Wages United States. Wages and labor productivity United States.


   Employees--Training of--United States.

1952; (1953). Ph.D. Culley, Jack Frederick. Absenteeism in a leather tannery; a specific plant situation considered in the framework of absenteeism as a general industrial relations problem.


1950. M.S. in ILR Barone, Nancy Carol (Stockdale). Areas of managerial training needs in small retail stores.
   Stores, Retail Management. Executives Training of.


1948. M.S. in ILR  Rogers, Henry Neil.  The background of organized labor and an analysis of union agreements in the primary pulp and paper industry.  


1946. M.S. in ILR  Strauss, Donald Adler.  The impartial-chairman system of arbitration as illustrated principally by the Rochester men's clothing industry.  
Arbitration, Industrial Clothing industry.  Men's clothing industry New York (State) Rochester.

Specific Industries
Statistics, Models, and Measurement

2006. M.S. Barger, Katherine. Mixtures of exponential distributions to describe the distribution of Poisson means in estimating the number of unobserved classes. Advisor: J. Bunge.


Statistics, Models, and Measurement


*Linear models (Statistics). Regression analysis. Parameter estimation.*

*Survival analysis (Biometry). Multivariate analysis. Estimation theory.*


*Estimation theory. Nonparametric statistics.*

*Educational tests and measurements United States. Motivation in education.*

*Outliers (Statistics). Multivariate analysis.*


*Regression analysis. Multivariate analysis.*

Statistics, Models, and Measurement


Foreign trade and employment Econometric models. Wages Econometric models.


Employee fringe benefits Canada. Collective bargaining Canada Econometric models.

1987. M.S. Temescu, Carol Davis. **An empirical comparison of adjusted models used to analyze pay data for discrimination.** Advisor: G. Milkovich.


Regression analysis.


Matroids. Multivariate analysis.


Income maintenance programs United States. Wages United States Mathematical models.


College choice United States. College choice Mathematical models.


Early retirement United States Mathematical models.


Economic policy--Mathematical models. Economic development--Mathematical models.

Regression analysis.


Goal setting in personnel management. Performance standards.


Blumen.


*Regression analysis.*


*Collective bargaining--Mathematical models. Strikes and lockouts.*


*Unemployment--Mathematical models. Labor turnover--Mathematical models.*


*Employees Reinstatement Law and legislation United States. Employees Dismissal of Law and legislation United States. Regression analysis.*


*Wage-price policy Australia Mathematical models. Income distribution Australia Mathematical models.*


*Contingency tables. Analysis of variance.*


*Analysis of variance. Sampling (Statistics).*


*Power (Social sciences) Mathematical models. Technological complexity. Organizational behavior. Power (Social sciences).*
*Linguistic models. Grammar, Comparative and general Syntax.*

*Correlation (Statistics).*

*Kendall, Maurice G. 1907-. Sampling (Statistics).*

*Labor mobility Mathematical models.*

*Decision making Mathematical models. Decision making Case studies.*


1972. M.S. Miller, Renée Helen.  **Estimation of parallel multiple regression equations when an additional unclassified observation is available.**  Advisor: I. Blumen.
*Mathematical statistics.*


*Perception. Psychometrics. Psychology.*

*Correlation (Statistics). Statistics.*


Statistics, Models, and Measurement

Mathematical statistics. Error analysis (Mathematics).


Copper industry and trade Chile. Wages Copper industry Chile. Wages and labor productivity Chile. Labor economics Mathematical models.


1967. Ph.D. Balk, Walter L. **Certain social psychological aspects of supervisory performance quantification in large work organizations.**


1967. M.S. Wells, Mary Finan. **An approximate bivariate confidence region.**


1967. M.S. Wiseman, Frederick. **Procedures for ranking n elements when only k (k less than n) can be compared at a single time.**

Mathematical statistics.

1966. M.S. Chapman, David Welland. **An approximate test of independence based on replications of a complex sample survey design.**


Wages United States. Wages.

1964. M.S. McPartland, James Michael. **On the multivariate analysis of interaction for nominal variables.**

Psychometrics. Scale analysis (Psychology). Social sciences Methodology.


Job satisfaction.

Statistics, Models, and Measurement
   *Mathematical statistics.*


1958. M.S. El-Agizy, Mostafa N. *Nonparametric tests for trend: an experimental investigation of power.*
   *Nonparametric statistics.*
Strikes and Labor Unrest


**Confederation of Ethiopian Labour Unions.**  
**General Strike, Ethiopia, 1974.**

**Strikes and lockouts--Teachers--New York (State).**  
**Teachers--New York (State).**  
**Grievance procedures--New York (State).**  
**Labor disputes--New York (State).**

1970. M.S. Miller, Bernard Francis, Jr. **Collective bargaining in the Canadian air transportation industry: the Air Canada experience.** Advisor: J. Gross.  
**Air Canada.**  
**Canadian Pacific Air Lines.**  
**Canadian Air Lines Pilots Association.**  
**International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers.**  
**Collective bargaining Aeronautics Canada.**  
**Strikes and lockouts Airlines Canada.**  
**Airlines Employees Labor unions Collective bargaining.**

**Social Service Employees Union.**  
**American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, Local 371.**  
**Social workers Labor unions New York (N.Y.).**  
**Collective bargaining Social workers.**  
**Strikes and lockouts Social workers New York (N.Y.).**

1965. M.S. Mubarak, Khogali Mubarak. **Modernization and labor problems in the Sudan: a study of labor in a developing economy.**  
**Working class Sudan.**  
**Labor unions Sudan.**  
**Industrial relations Sudan.**  
**Labor laws and legislation Sudan.**  
**Labor unions Sudan Directories.**  
**Labor unions Directories.**

1964. M.S. Everett, Woodrow Wilson Jr. **The 1922 Herrin massacre: an investigation and analysis of the background events.**  
**Herrin Massacre, Ill., 1922.**  
**Strikes and lockouts Coal mining Illinois Herrin.**  
**Strikes and lockouts Coal mining Illinois Williamson County.**

**United States.**  
**National Labor Relations Board.**  
**Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company.**  
**Communications Workers of America.**  
**Southern Bell Strike, 1955.**  
**Arbitration, Industrial Case studies.**  
**Arbitration, Industrial Telephone industry.**

1959. M.S. Coates, Norman. **The discontinuance of the use of firemen on diesel locomotives in freight and yard service on the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.**  
**Canadian Pacific Railway Company.**  
**Brotherhood of Firemen and Enginemens.**  
**Strikes and lockouts Railroads Canada.**  
**Railroads Employees Effect of technological innovations on Canada.**

**Industrial relations Case studies.**  
**Job analysis Case studies.**  
**Employees Rating of Case studies.**

**Strikes and Labor Unrest**
Injunctions--New York (State).

Supervisors and Managers


Personnel management United States. Industrial management United States.


Supervision of employees Psychological aspects. Interpersonal relations. Personnel management Psychological aspects. Work Psychological aspects.

Supervision of employees Cross-cultural studies. Leadership Cross-cultural studies.

Supervisors and Managers
Executives United States. Middle managers United States.

United States. National Labor Relations Board.

Machinery in the workplace. Human-machine systems. Work design.

Goal setting in personnel management. Performance standards.


Supervision of employees--Study and teaching.

Nurses Vocational guidance.


Grievance procedures Case studies. Shop stewards. Supervisors, Industrial.

*Hospitals Administration.  Hospitals Personnel management.*


*Executives Training of.  Supervision of employees Study and teaching.  Personnel management.  Training Foremen and supervisors.*


*Nurses United States  Job satisfaction Case studies.  Supervision of employees.*


*Leadership Case studies.  Supervision of employees Case studies.  Difference (Psychology).*


*Lima Light and Power Company.  Supervision of employees Case studies.  Supervisors, Industrial Case studies.*


*Communication in management Case studies.  Supervision of employees Case studies.  Social interaction Case studies.*

1968. M.S. Turney, John Richard.  **Technical competence and other leadership role requirements as perceived by technical-professional subordinates and managers in different organizational functions and levels.**  Advisor: N. Rosen.

Supervisors and Managers


Employees Training of. Supervisors, Industrial.

Job satisfaction Case studies. Supervision of employees Case studies.


1965. M.S. Schwartzbaum, Allan Murray. The motivation of supervisors to interact horizontally and diagonally.

1964. Ph.D. Jain, Sagar Chand. Social origins and careers of industrial managers in India.
Executives India. Industrial management India. Occupational mobility India. India Economic policy. Industries India.


Supervisors and Managers

Engineers. Organization.


Industrial arts--Study and teaching. School supervision, Secondary.


Employee attitude surveys Case studies. Supervisors, Industrial Case studies.


1950. M.S. in ILR Barone, Nancy Carol (Stockdale). *Areas of managerial training needs in small retail stores.*

Stores, Retail Management. Executives Training of.

1950. Ph.D. Foltman, Felician F. *Factors bearing on supervisory morale - an analysis of a training program, the philosophy of management, and certain personnel practices; a case study.*


Supervisors, Industrial.


1947. M.S. Bruce, Robert Lee. *Employee merit rating, its development, value and role in supervision.*
Teachers and Schools


   Teachers Salaries, etc. United States. Teachers' unions United States. Pay equity United States.

   Teachers' unions Psychological aspects. Collective bargaining Teachers. Teachers Attitudes.

   Teacher participation in administration United States. Teachers' unions United States.

   Teachers--Malpractice--New York (State). Teachers--Tenure--New York (State). Teachers--Legal status, laws, etc.--New York (State).

   Teachers--Salaries, etc.--United States--History--19th century.

Teachers and Schools
   Collective bargaining--Teachers--United States. Teachers--Salaries, etc.--United States. Equal pay for equal work--United States.


   High schools Administration. High school principals.


   School management and organization--United States. Teachers--Pensions--United States.


   Decision making.  Ability Testing.

   Education India.  Education Children.  Schools Administration India.


   Universities and colleges New York (State).  Universities and colleges New Jersey.  Universities and colleges Faculty.  Teachers' unions New York (State).  Teachers' unions New Jersey.  Education Societies, etc New York (State).  Education Societies, etc New Jersey.

   Industrial arts--Study and teaching.  School supervision, Secondary.

   School principals--Job descriptions.  Vocational education.  Schools--Administration.

   Vocational education Study and teaching Virginia.  Portsmouth.


1949. M.S. Sheppard, Annamay Topkins.  A course of study in industrial and labor relations for pupils in the vocational high schools of New York State.


Technology


*Employee stock options--Case studies. Stock options--Case studies. Employee ownership--Case studies.*


*Strategic alliances (Business) United States Case studies. Biotechnology industries United States.*

2000. Ph.D. Rogers, Edward W. **Cooperative knowledge behavior in high tech organizations: examining the relationship between employee perceptions of the employment game, cooperative knowledge behavior, and firm performance.** Advisor: P. Wright.

*High technology industries--Management. High technology industries--Employees. Personnel management.*

1999. Ph.D. Ainspan, Nathan David. **The geek shall inherit or leave the money and run?: role identities and turnover decisions among software programmers and other high technology employees.** Advisor: T. Welbourne.


*Automobile mechanics Effect of technological innovations on United States. Service industries workers Effect of technological innovations on United States. Service industries Social aspects United States.*


1996. M.S. Lentini, Marc Allan. **Do you trust me?: the role of video in the development of trust in computer-mediated groups.** Advisor: L. Williams.

Technology


Biotechnology industries United States. Journalism, Commercial United States.


Machinery in the workplace. Human-machine systems. Work design.


Industrial organization--Brazil--Case studies. Technological innovations--Brazil.


Training


Training


Employee assistance programs. Counselors Training of. Professional socialization.


Supervision of employees--Study and teaching.


Labor supply United States. United States.


Layoff systems New York (State). New York (State) Officials and employees.


Employees Training of. Motivation (Psychology).


Unemployed Quebec (Province). Occupational training Quebec (Province).


Kenya Officials and employees. Employees Training of Kenya Case studies.


Vocational education Chile. Vocational education Ethiopia. Vocational education Training
Training as a change agent: a constructive evaluation.

Employees Training of. Supervisors, Industrial.

A study of values in a training experience.

Values. Occupational training.

The present status of the management training and development activities for the nonpromotable middle managers in the major American companies; a study of an undeveloped managerial resource.


An evaluation study of the "Effective executive leadership program"; a seminar on human relations in administration.

Executives--Training of. Industrial relations--Study and teaching.

A study of staffing problems in community colleges and technical institutes of the State University of New York, with particular reference to problems of in-service professional development.

University of the State of New York. Vocational education--Study and teaching. Teachers--New York (State).

Evaluating student conference leadership training; a study utilizing Q-technique.

Leadership. Group decision making. Meetings.

An evaluation of a retail management seminar: a case study within the Cooperative Grange League Federation Exchange, Incorporated.

Employees Training of. Retail trade Employees.
1956; (1957). M.S. Mahaney, Francis Joseph. Establishing the training function in the postal service: a case study.
Postal service United States Employees. Employees Training of United States.

Vocational education. Egypt. Education. Labor supply.

1956. Ph.D. Trull, Samuel George. Factors bearing on the development and utilization of engineering and scientific personnel in industry; a study to determine some of the factors which influence the developmental aspects of engineers along the lines of management and/or technical research.

Employees--Training of.


School principals--Job descriptions. Vocational education. Schools--Administration.


1954. Ph.D. Zollitsch, Herbert George. Maintenance training methodology for automation; the development of methods and techniques which might be utilized to assist industry in training maintenance mechanics to service complicated, custom-built, semi-automatic or fully automatic machines.
Technological innovations. Repairing trades. Electronic industries Job descriptions. Electronic industries Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Employees--Training of--United States.


1950. Ph.D. Foltman, Felician F. Factors bearing on supervisory morale - an analysis of a training program, the philosophy of management, and certain personnel practices; a case study.

1949. M.S. Connolly, Robert William. The recruitment and training of college graduates; a case study of the squadron training groups of the Goodyear tire & rubber company of Akron, Ohio.


plant training programs.

Universities and Colleges


Universities and Colleges


1988. M.S. Package, Evelyn C. **Criteria for the admission of undergraduate candidates to the New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations : a**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Advisor</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>Predictors of perceived success in five aspects of college recruiting</td>
<td>J. Boudreau</td>
<td>College graduates Employment United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Determinants of the individual demand for higher education by sectoral control of institution</td>
<td>R. Ehrenberg</td>
<td>College choice United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>The early labor force experience of college students and their post-college success</td>
<td>R. Ehrenberg</td>
<td>College choice United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>The effect of the Social Security Student Benefit Program on college-going decisions</td>
<td>R. Ehrenberg</td>
<td>Student aid United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Investment in human capital: work, military service, and college</td>
<td>R. Ehrenberg</td>
<td>Human capital United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>Socialization of business, engineering, and industrial graduates in their &quot;critical&quot; first year on the job</td>
<td>L. Williams</td>
<td>College graduates Employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>Arbitration of reappointment, tenure and promotion decisions in higher education: the City University of New York</td>
<td>T. Kochan</td>
<td>City University of New York Faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Ph. D. production and deployment in biochemistry: roles of departments and mentors</td>
<td>H. Aldrich</td>
<td>Biochemistry Study and teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>Unionizing among graduate student employees in American universities, 1965-1975: its causes, legal status, and history</td>
<td>R. Keeran</td>
<td>Teachers' unions United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Structural constraints, power perception, research performance and rewards: an organizational perspective of university graduate departments</td>
<td>G. Gordon</td>
<td>Universities and colleges Study and teaching (Graduate)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Universities and Colleges
Cornell University Faculty. Collective bargaining College teachers New York (State) Ithaca.


Drug abuse. Students United States.


Scientists United States. Universities and colleges Faculty. Organization.

New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations. Cornell University Alumni and alumnae. College graduates Salaries, pensions, etc. Education Economic aspects.

Universities and colleges New York (State). Universities and colleges New Jersey. Universities and colleges Faculty. Teachers' unions New York (State). Teachers' unions New Jersey. Education Societies, etc New York (State). Education Societies, etc New Jersey.
   
   *Broome Technical Community College, Binghamton, N.Y.* Vocational guidance. 

   
   *Cornell University Personnel management.* Universities and colleges Employees. 
   Job satisfaction. Employee attitude surveys.

   
   *University of Hawaii (Honolulu).* Job satisfaction--Case studies. Universities and colleges--Faculty.

   
   *University of the State of New York.* Vocational education--Study and teaching. 
   Teachers--New York (State).

   
   *Cornell University.* College of Engineering. Engineers. Engineers Salaries, etc.

   
   *Chemistry--Outlines, syllabi, etc.* Visual education.

   
   *University of the State of New York.* Universities and colleges New York (State) Administration.

   


Universities and Colleges

1949. M.S. Connolly, Robert William. The recruitment and training of college graduates; a case study of the squadron training groups of the Goodyear tire & rubber company of Akron, Ohio.

Volunteer Organizations


Voluntarism. Volunteers. Associations, institutions, etc. Members. Work Social aspects.


Women volunteers in social service United States. Women in community development United States.


Community development Research. Social service Research. Community organization.


United Fund. Federations, Financial (Social service). Social group work.
Wages, Salaries, and Employee Compensation

Employees--Training of. Success in business.

Wages and labor productivity.


Labor demand--Korea--Econometric models.


Wage payment systems United States. Incentives in industry United States. Wages and labor productivity United States.


Wages, Salaries, and Employee Compensation


- Employee stock options. International business enterprises Employees Salaries, etc.


- Chief executive officers--Salaries, etc.--United States.


- Labor market India Econometric models. Unemployment India Econometric models. Wages India Econometric models. Job security Law and legislation India. Labor laws and legislation India.


- Wages and labor productivity United States
- Compensation management United States


- Compensation management
- International business enterprises
- Employees
- Salaries, etc.

1996. M.S. Lengermann, Paul Adrian. **Training and wage growth: depreciation, portability, and varying returns for different demographic groups.** Advisor: J. Bishop.

- Employees
- Training of United States
- Cost effectiveness
- Occupational training United States
- Cost effectiveness
- Wages
- Effect of education on United States
- Wages United States
- Human capital United States


- Compensation management
- Personnel management
- Moral and ethical aspects
- Distributive justice
- Fairness


- College dropouts--United States--Economic conditions
- College dropouts--United States
- Wages--United States


- Supervisors United States
- Women supervisors United States
- Afro-American supervisors United States
- Women employees United States
- Minorities Employment United States
- Wages United States
- Promotion of employees United States
- Career development United States


- African Americans--Education (Higher)--Economic aspects
- African American college graduates--Employment
- African American universities and colleges--Economic aspects
- School integration--United States
- Segregation in education--United States
- Wages--United States


- Gain sharing United States
- Incentives in industry United States
- Teams in the workplace United States
- Wages and labor productivity United States
- Wage payment systems United States

Wages, Salaries, and Employee Compensation


Pay-for-knowledge systems. Organizational effectiveness.


Wages, Salaries, and Employee Compensation

  Teachers' unions New York (State).  Grievance procedures New York (State).


  Compensation management.  Executives Salaries, etc.  Risk.


  Teachers Salaries, etc.  United States.  Teachers' unions United States.  Pay equity United States.


  Incentives in industry Mathematical models.  Merit pay Mathematical models.  Employee competitive behavior Mathematical models.  Wages and labor productivity Mathematical models.


  Wages United States.  Wages Service industries United States.


Wages, Salaries, and Employee Compensation
Incentives in industry. Executives Salaries, etc. Performance awards. Golf Tournaments Economic aspects.

Foreign trade and employment Econometric models. Wages Econometric models.

Labor market consequences of export-led growth with sector-specific wage floors.
Labor supply--Costa Rica--San José. Wages--Costa Rica--San José.

Teachers--Salaries, etc.--United States--History--19th century.


Compensation management. Business planning.


Executives Salaries, etc. United States. Corporations--United States. Organizational effectiveness.


Airlines--Employees--Salaries, etc.--United States.

Compensation management--United States. Executives Salaries, etc. United States. Wages--United States.

Wages, Salaries, and Employee Compensation
*Minimum wage. Labor supply. Employment (Economic theory).*

*Sex discrimination in employment United States. Equal pay for equal work United States.*

*Collective bargaining--Teachers--United States. Teachers--Salaries, etc.--United States. Equal pay for equal work--United States.*

*Industries--Size--Korea (South). Labor supply--Korea (South). Wages--Korea (South).*

*Executives Salaries, etc. United States. Corporations United States.*

1986. M.S. Sears, David L. **Equity in pay increase and bonus decision-making.** Advisor: G. Milkovich. 
*Compensation management Decision making. Bonus system.*

*Wages Korea (South). Industrial hygiene Korea (South).*

*Income maintenance programs United States. Wages United States Mathematical models.*

*College graduates Employment. Wages College graduates. College students Employment.*

   Municipal officials and employees Salaries, etc. United States. Fire fighters Salaries, etc. United States. Police Salaries, etc. United States.


   Wages--Pakistan.

   Wages Korea (South). Labor supply Korea (South).

   Wage-price policy Australia Mathematical models. Income distribution Australia Mathematical models.

   Youth Employment United States. Minimum wage United States.

   Industrial accidents. Wages.

   Employee fringe benefits United States. Municipal officials and employees Salaries, etc. United States.

   Pensions United States.

*Wages.*  *Labor supply.*  *Psychology, Industrial.*

*Psychology, Industrial.*  *Wage payment systems.*


*Industrial relations--India.*  *Wages--India.*  *India--Economic conditions--1947-.*  *India--Economic policy.*

*Wage payment systems.*  *Piecework.*  *Job evaluation.*

*United States Armed Forces Recruiting, enlistment, etc.*  *United States Armed Forces Pay, allowances, etc.*

*Collective bargaining Teachers New York (State).*  *Teachers Salaries, etc.*  *New York (State).*  *Teachers New York (State).*

*New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations.*  *Cornell University Alumni and alumnae.*  *College graduates Salaries, pensions, etc.*  *Education Economic aspects.*


Wages, Salaries, and Employee Compensation
Copper industry and trade Chile. Wages Copper industry Chile. Wages and labor productivity Chile. Labor economics Mathematical models.

1968. M.S. Fuchs Baransky, Claudio Jacky. **The correlates and determinants of wage aspirations and local union-management relations in Chile.** Advisor: H. Landsberger.  
Industrial relations Chile. Wages Chile. Labor unions Chile Officials and employees.

Agriculture Soviet Union. Wages Soviet Union. Agricultural laborers Soviet Union.

United Nations. Secretariat Personnel administration. United Nations Officials and employees Salaries, etc.

Wages--Netherlands. Wage-price policy--Netherlands.


Wages United States. Wages.

1963. M.S. Strauss, Eric Walter. **The wage revolt of 1955 in West Germany; a test of bargaining power theory.**  

1962. M.S. Lapinsky, Martin. **The wages-fund theory: its development, use and worth.**  
Wages.

Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America. Wages Clothing workers. Men’s clothing industry.
1960. M.S. Price, Wolfgang S.  **Prevailing wage rate determination for municipal laborers in New York City; a case study of the administration of section 220 of the State labor law.**
   *New York (N.Y.) Officials and employees Salaries, etc.*

1959. M.S. Garton, Robert Dean.  **The development and impact of the wage and salary rate inequities programs on local union administration; a comparative study.**

1957. M.S. Saldanha, Ronald A.  **The application of job evaluation to the oil industry in Bombay.**

   *Cornell University.  College of Engineering.  Engineers.  Engineers Salaries, etc.*

1957. Ph.D. Tarneja, Ramnarain Sukhraj.  **Profit sharing and the problems of technological change: a case study of workload change in a textile mill.**
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